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PREFATORY NOTE

:e piece? it the beginning and some others

at the end 01 this volume arc now published

the first time. Of those in its central

portion, some few poems are rairlv known

m having round their wav into anthologies.

The remainder were printed so long ago, and

in volumes with such a small circulation, trut

these verses are much published now tor

the hrst time. The Writer.
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

The mooned Astaroth,

Heaven 's Queen and Mother both.

MILTON

Regent of Love and Pain,

Before whose ageless eyes

The nations pass as rain,

And thou abidest, wise,

As dewdrops in a cup

To drink thy children up.

Parent of Change and Death,

We know thee and are sad,

—

The scent of thy pale wreath,

Thy lip-touch and the glad

Sweep of thy glistening hair :

We know thee, bitter-fair.

Empress of earth, and queen

Of cloud : Time's early born

Daughter, enthroned between

Gray Sleep and emerald Morn ;

Ruler of us who fade :

God, of the gods obeyed !



A HYMN TO ASTARTE

Divine, whose eye-glance sweet

Is earth and heaven's desire

:

Beneath whose pearly feet

The skies irradiate fire,

And the cold cloud-way glows

As some rain-burnished rose.

Heaven, dumb before thy face

With fear and deep delight,

Tingles thro' all its space :

The abysmal shuddering night,

Breaks, as in golden tears,

Into a thousand spheres.

Dim earth disdain not, sweet,

Altho' thine equal throne

Be near Jove's council-seat,

And Heaven i? all thine own.

What vale with violet crown

Will draw thee, true-love, down ?

What earthly highland poised

In cloudy mantle cold,

Where eagles have rejoiced

Among the cliffs of gold,

And rise with icy wings

In the mountain glistenings

—
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

What foreland fledged with myrrh,

Vocal with myriad bees,

What pine-sequestered spur,

What lone declivities,

Will draw thee to descend,

Creation's cradle-friend ?

The sun feeds at thy smiles,

The wan moon glows thereby.

The daedal ocean isles

Terraced in rosemary,

The brushwood in the bed

Of the dry torrent head,

The rolling river brink

With plumy sedges gray,

The ford where foxes drink,

The creek where otters play

—

Yearn upwards—all of them

—

To grasp thy raiment's hem.

They know thee, when the gloom

Breaks and the mild winds blow

And orchards dare to bloom

Amid the unmelted snow.

When philomel begins

Among the moorland whins.
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

Thine is that dubious day

Of rathe and poignant spring:

And thine the crimson sway

Of summer crowned a king.

And in the time of wheat

We know thee, paraclete !

Mother of comfort, come !

The harvest axles shine,

The grain is gathered home :

The hills are full of wine.

The vats are red with lees,

And red the vine-girl's knees.

We feel thee dim and great,

We partly seem to know
A forehead calm as fate,

O'er eyelids wet with woe.

Limbs like the gleam of day,

Breasts as the buds of May.

Ascend—the road is long,

The cloud-line burns between ;

As to the moon our song

Climbs to thee, silver queen,

In thy dove-guided car

Urania ! crescent star !
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

Let the dry field and bower

As sweet rain drink thee up.

Let every flagging flower

Extend its shining cup.

Let every shaggy bee

Draw hydromel of thee.

As in the March day wan,

By seas that grayly swell,

The nightingale comes on

Singing from rock to dell,

And all the wood-way thrills

In new-born daffodils

—

Those citadels of air

Thy holy coming moves :

As when the dove's despair

Sighs in ambrosial groves.

And we, who hear, rejoice

As at our first love's voice.

Fain would we see thy face,

Mother of many dreams :

Fain would our hands embrace

Thy raiment as it streams.

Thou floatest like a prayer

With incense in thy hair.
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

Ah, could a mortal gaze

In thy mysterious eyes ;

And, thro' their mirrored maze

And treasured secrecies,

See rising like a star

The soul he wants afar !

We change as frost or foam :

We go away to graves.

Due to a dusty home,

We are born as buds or leaves.

The canker some, the fall

Will gather groundward all.

Mother of mysteries,

Beside thine altar stone

Watching for auguries

After the victim's moan :

While at thy feet are laid

Garland and lamb and blade.

I have seen thy silver fane

And trod thy slippery stair,

Red with a crimson rain

And foot-worn with despair.

Pale as dead men, ah, sweet,

We kneel to kiss thy feet.
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

We have leave one little hour

In thy white house to doze :

Broad passion-flowers embower

The portals amber-rose,

And lotos lilies keep

Guard at thy shrine of sleep.

As drowsy flies which bide

In some gray spider's snare ;

Sleep-locked yet open-eyed,

Glad yet in half despair,

Lovers and maidens sit

In the yellow gates of it.

Hand interpressed with hand,

And kiss on kiss repaid,

And vows in accents bland

By lips delicious made

—

Tho' these as gods embrace,

Shall they of Death have grace I

Soon must endearment cease :

And ye, who sucked, sublime,

Grapes of Arcadian peace,

Secure of change and time

—

Who made each purple hill

A throne to love your fill

:
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

Who made each vale-head sweet

Where crumpled oxlip grows :

Who set down silken feet

In hyacinth and rose

—

All these one scytheman's edge

Shall shear as meadow sedge

!

In vain ye crown Life's brim

With perfumed leaves of vine,

Whose tinted tendrils swim

Among its foam divine

—

Drink softly, lest ye wake

In the red lees a snake.

There comes a night, wherein

All cups will empty stand,

Whence asps of pleasant sin

Shall coil up at thy hand.

When moth and mice, as moles,

Shall drill thy robe in holes.

When thy gay feasting gear

Shall rot its every thread,

Thy diamonds seem a tear

On garlands of the dead,

Thy glory stained with rust,

Thy red gold black with dust.
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

Dumb in thy ruin then,

Wilt thou have heart to weep

For her, who pleasured men,

And bound thee as a sheep,

Whose sides the brambles tear,

Whose back the thorns rake bare ?

And we, the great and gay,

When we are gone to ground,

Outplayed our little play,

Outsung our little round

—

Earth-lords who thought ourselves,

On Lethe's dusty shelves,

—

Must we, who raught at stars

And swathed our limbs in gold,

Laurelled in glorious wars,

Become mere grave-yard mould ?

Who slew our beeves to thee,

Queen of the Cyprus sea.

Queen of the roses' wood
Where plighted lovers weep :

Queen of the cypress rood

Where bygone lovers sleep.

The quick thy slaves abide

:

The dead thy servants died.
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

They laid their palms to sleep

Warmed in thy fostering,

They heard the giant sweep

Of thy wings winnowing

:

Canst thou pay Time again

The blood of half thy slain ?

Ah, girl-mouth, burning dew
That made the violet faint,

What shall become of you,

My silver-breasted saint ?

What morning shall arise

Upon those darkened eyes ?

Thy kiss, thy grace must pass

As unremembered things,

As faded autumn grass

Forgets its fairy rings.

After the dance delight,

Rest comes and sable night.

I hear a rusty bell

Clash from a ruined tower

To those in asphodel,

Gay girls of pleasure's hour,

Who rest their golden heads,

Laughing on iris beds :
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

Thou hast no joy in these,

Lord Death—it seems to say

—

Thy spirit hath no ease

With such poor dolls of clay.

Peal out, O bell, and sweep

These triflers to the deep !

Peal on ! the sun is low,

The heaven is blear and dumb.

Life and the noonday go

:

Curse and the midnight come.

By this last leaden ray

Fall to your beads and pray !

Crown you with thorny fear :

Have ashes in each palm :

Let each chill chapel hear

Your penitential psalm.

The saints in wax sit round,

They make no sign or sound.

By slimy chancel floors

With adder's tongue bescaled :

By broken mill-dam doors

With stoat and raven nailed :

By moats where leaves rot deep

By herds of limping sheep.
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

In places desperate,

And wintry as despair,

In thy forlorn estate

Crawl thither, speak this prayer

—

As honey changed to gall,

My lust and dalliance pall.

I find no strength or stay,

Mine hour is almost done.

Queen Venus turns away

And rises towards the sun.

Her upward glory burns,

She leaves us—dust and urns !

O Love, more fell than Hate,

Who settest down thy torch

At gray Death's iron grate,

And Time's dismantled porch :

Once o'er the embers gray

Thou sighest ; then, away,

Impel thine orient wings

Where ether's stars are born :

Soar, as the skylark sings,

Scaling the crystal morn.

The groan, the grave, the cry

Affright thee—float on high !
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

Let Heaven receive thee now
Veiled round with rainbow glows.

Rose clusters on thy brow,

Thy breast another rose,

Whereat babe Cupid lies

Asleep with lullabies.

Rise, pressing Love to rest

Against thy shoulder pearled :

Each dewdrop of thy breast

Becomes a starry world,

And the vast breathless skies

Are strown with galaxies.

Nurse of eternity,

Thy bosom feeds the sun.

From thy maternity

All breasts in nature run.

Astarte, to thy ray,!

Sick of all gods, we pray.

We shamed with priestly shames,

And scourged with princely rods,

Have heard a many names

Of ineffectual gods,

Whose rumour and whose curse

Is sound and nothing worse.



A HYMN TO ASTARTE

We have writhen in the mesh

Oflords and tyrants dumb,

We in whose shoulder-flesh

The brand of kings has come

To stamp us theirs by proof

As oxen on the hoof.

We have wailed in impious rites

Their moody love to win.

We have done our body spites

And gashed our bloodless skin.

Baal and Cybele

Have worn our frequent knee.

Locked in blind heaven aloof,

The gods are gray and dead.

Worn is the old world's woof,

Weary the sun's bright head.

The sea is out of tune,

And sick the silver moon.

The May-fly lives an hour,

The star a million years ;

But as a summer flower,

Or as a maiden's fears,

They pass, and heaven is bare

As tho' they never were.
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A HYMN TO ASTARTE

God withers in his place,

His patient angels fade :

Love, on thy sacred face,

Of tear and sunbeam made,

In cur perplexity

We turn, and gazing die.
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A WOODLAND GRAVE

A WOODLAND GRAVE

Bring no jarring lute this way
To demean her sepulchre,

Toys of love and idle day

Vanish as we think of her.

We, who read her epitaph,

Find the world not worth a laugh.

Light, our light, what dusty night

Numbs the golden drowsy head ?

Lo ! empathed in pearls of light,

Morn resurgent from the dead :

From whose amber shoulders flow

Shroud and sheet of cloudy woe.

Woods are dreaming, and she dreams :

Through the foliaged roof above

Down immeasurably streams

Splendour like an angel's love.

Till the tomb and gleaming urn

In a mist of glory burn.
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A WOODLAND GRAVE

Cedars there in outspread palls

Lean their rigid canopies.

Yet a lark note through them falls,

As he scales his orient skies.

That aerial song of his,

Sweet, might come from thee in bliss.

There the roses pine and weep

Strong, delicious human tears.

There the posies o'er her sleep

Through the years—ah ! through the

years,

Spring on spring renew the show

Of their frail memorial woe.

Wreaths of intertwisted yew
Lay for cypress where she lies.

Mingle perfume from the blue

Of the forest violet's eyes.

Let the squirrel sleek its fur,

And the primrose peep at her.

We have seen three winters sow

Hoarfrost on thy winding-sheet

:

Snows return again, and thou

Hearest not the crisping sleet.

Winds arise and winds depart,

Yet no tempest rocks thy heart.
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A WOODLAND GRAVE

We have seen with fiery tongue

Thrice the infant crocus born

:

Thrice its trembling curtain hung

In a chink of frozen morn.

This can rear its silken crest

:

Nothing thaws her ice-bound breast.

We have eaten, we have earned

Wine of grief and bread of care,

We, who saw her first inurned

In the dust and silence there.

We have wept—ah ! God—not so :

Trivial tears dried long ago.

But we yearn and make our moan
For the step we used to know

:

Gentle hand and tender tone,

Laughter in a silver flow

—

All that sweetness in thy chain,

Tyrant Grave, restore again.

Bring again the maid who died :

We have withered since she went.

O unseal the shadowy side

Of her marble monument

—

Earth, disclose her as she lies

Dozed with woodland lullabies.



A SIMPLE MAID

A SIMPLE MAID
Thou hast lost thy love, poor fool,

Creep into thy bed and weep.

Loss must be a maiden's school,

Loss and love and one long sleep.

Half her time perplexed with tears

Till the dust end all her years

—

All her fears.

Was thy love so gracious, lass ?

Never such a love before

In this old world came to pass,

Nor shall be for evermore.

Sweet and true, a king of men,

None like him shall come again—

-

Come again.

Was thy bud so precious, lass,

Opening to a perfect rose ?

Till between the leaves, alas,

Winter fell in flaky snows.

Then, ah ! then, its crimson side

Brake upon the briers and died

—

Brake and died.
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fortune's wheel

FORTUNE'S WHEEL

I had a true-love, none so dear,

And a friend both leal and tried.

I had a cask of good old beer,

And a gallant horse to ride.

A little while did Fortune smile

On him and her and me.

We sang along the road of life

Like birds upon a tree.

My lady fell to shame and hell,

And with her took my friend.

My cask ran sour, my horse went lame,

So alone in the cold I end.
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PHAETHON

PHAETHON
(a fragment)

Phcebus Apollo, Zeus and Leto's son,

Whose throne is set in heaven: whose earthly

fame

The incense altars of a hundred fanes

Acclaim with cymbal clash and choral song,

Of the Olympian princedoms not the least

:

Whose green Pierian laurel for reward

Crowns the dead poets, crownless till they

die,

With pale fruit ripe too late and tardy leaves :

Patron of all whose weary craft it is

To teach the deaf to sing, the blind to see

:

God of the healer, god of the nine wise

maids :

Helmer of that huge planet, in whose beam

The Earth as some great rose at spring-

coming

Opens her leaves and laughs—This orient

lord,
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PHAETHON

Clear as the crystal of his Hippocrene,

In old-world meadows asphodelian once

Found Clymene, the gracious, the amazed,

A trembling snow-drop of the silver foam,

Belated in those amber meads, whereon

She came to gather tulips, unattended j

Because her sister Oceanides

Held their sea-flowers the best, and her gray

sire

Hated the earth. Old King Oceanus,

Blue-eyed, and wrinkled as the sand is

wrinkled,

A fair wide face, hoary and ample-browed,

Smiling a sort of helpless animal smile,

And whispering in the tangles of its beard

Of intervolving sea weeds : a vague bulk

Of humid godship, whom the fisher-folk

See floating, like the limpet-crusted oar

Of some old Argosy wrecked long ago.

Whose child Apollo met among the flowers,

And fell, ah, well-a-day, enamouring

With such white heat and storm of love

desire

That he must win her, lest the god in him

Should pine into some spectre like a cloud,

Or dwindle to a phantom of himself
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PHAETHON

Waving its frustrate wings too weak for

heaven,

Through the intensities of longing starved

Into a thing of air, its essence gone,

A waif upon the winds, rocked in the rain ;

Forlorn, dishevelled, unimmortalized,

Its crown unworn, its empty throne forsaken !

Can Love do this ? he has done this in Heaven.

Who shall contend with Love ? Not Phoebus

then ;

God as he was he paid obedience sweet,

And the adored in adoration knelt

To Clymene, chosen of Love for him.

And day by day with burning lips he came,

Pining he came in those ambrosial meads

To woo her. Morn by morn, he made her

songs

To win her fancy—things all dew and flame,
s

Winged with the blush of sunset and gold of

dawn,

Flame music to the dew of earnest words.

As v/hen the spring sweeps out in wild desire

Weeping and panting o'er the unmelted snow,

And the red orchards blossom all too soon :

Ice at the root and rose leaves on the bough,

The world blood fighting with the frozen

grave,
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PHAETHON

And Love flies over the blue fields of ice

With laughter and with perfume. From
whose wings

The rain-drops in immeasurable gold

Sheet the cold, aching winter under him

;

And all the birds begin—ah, God, what bard,

Piecing his petty syllables aline,

Dare croak where Phcebus sings, dare lift his

voice

To catch a shadow of the song of heaven,

Dare in the weakling words at his command
To give the passion of a god, and pour

Immortal wine into an urn of clay,

Or light his lantern at the bolt of Jove ?

Ah, fool ! fling down thy lyre ; what bard shall

live

When Love makes poet of the poet King ?

Lay down thy lyre and watch. And if so be

Some inkling reach thee of Olympian tones,

Be thankful in thy sorrow and very glad,

Albeit thou shalt never render them

Again unto thy fellows, for thy hand

Is weak as palsy and thy mouth a babe's.

So Phcebus sang to sweetheart Clymene

;

And at the wonder of his lovelorn chords

The nightingales were silenced and ashamed
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PHAETHON

And knew their master, dumb, nor sang again

That spring-time. And the glamour of his

song,

Tingled the doubting wood-tips into bloom.

And she, yet virgin of all lovers, heard

The enchantment. On her face his fragrant

breath

Came, in her ears that miracle of music,

Wonder of sound whereat her spirit died

Fainting. His eyes burnt on her quailing

lids,

Burning around her his immortal hands !

What marvel that she gave him his desire,

Bride in the daffodils, weepingly gave

Herself to the fierce Sun, bedewed with

tears

—

As one of these poor amber blossoms flags

Moist with the morning's drops, as Phoebus

beats

His sudden-risen rays all merciless

Against her petal curtains, flame in flame.

Some gods kiss once and never come again

:

Not Phoebus thus. No nymph of dale or

down,

No silver Naiad of the sedge, no pale

Oread with acorn garland, not his old
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PHAETHON

Daphne, ere she unwomaned into leaves

—

Seemed to Apollo half as beautiful

As Clymene his treasure lately found,

His long to be beloved. Her love was gold

Untarnished in the lapse of light and rain.

Her love was wine whereof a man may drink

And thirst again unwearied. Years went on,

And still Apollo, in her loveliness

Constantly joying with a spousal joy,

Left for her arms the throned queens of

heaven,

Sole in the icy splendours of their thrones,

And found his sea-girl sweeter than them all,

Her yearlong husband. Fickle are the gods ;

After the brief night of their favour done,

They do arise, and with one cold farewell

Sail cloudward : and the wan white victim

weeps

For aye a broken lamb, wounded and mazed

Upon the altar of their amorousness.

But the Olympian lover melts in air.

His bright ascent a leaning rainbow tracks,

Daedal with argent amethyst and tinged

In avenues of the marmoreal dawn,

—

Hard-eyed, immortal, griefless, loveless, lost !

But Phoebus loved not as these godlings use

;

He needed in the garden of his soul
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PHAETHON

No lovelier roseleaf. Clymene alone

Wrote in his absent fancy pictured loves.

She rode in spirit thro' the cloud with him.

He heard her footstep in the halls of heaven,

Her smile made pale his father's starry lamps,

In heaven he hungered for his earthly spouse ;

And all the glorious precinct of his birth

Palled like a prison on his weary eyes.

And those Titanic palaces of dreams,

Golden, auroral, built for god-desire

To sun itself in gardens of content j

Where the eternal lily never fades,

And there are no graves, no vicissitudes,

No sighs, no cypress : but the splendid groves

Murmur with happy May beyond the stars

—

All these sweet places sickened on his soul,

Empty of love, empty of Clymene,

Most joyless desolations full of joy,

Unparadized, insipid, tearless heaven.

Then as a lark tired with the steadfast sun,

Or solitary singing to the cloud,

Reseeks with joy his lowly nesting tuft

And dreams beside his mate no more of stars,

Perfectly homed and utterly content

—

So Phoebus down the blue lake of the air

Back to his nest of love and Clymene

Descended. Like some meteor shining mild
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PHAETHON

In autumn skies, when shadowy reapers set

Their upward sheaves against the harvest

moon,

Slides down the milky arc of spangled heaven

And seems to meet the ground a mile away

—

So to his earthly hymeneals sank

The great sun-god. Love quenched his

fiercer beams,

Love softened all his burning lineaments,

And made the ardours of that visage mild,

Whereon the eagle sole of mortal sights

Can rest his aching orbs. A rosy veil

Robe-like o'ershadowed his effulgent form,

Disguising in his aspect half the god,

Ungreatening all this sunny emperor

Into the beauty of some warrior king,

Chosen of men, heroic flower of fame,

Who from the tent and camp of his high

deeds

Comes to his lady's bower. So Phoebus

came.

Years rolled away : the scytheman laggard

Time,
Whose slow swift feet roam on for evermore,

Moving athwart the lights of night and morn,

A dream between the cradle of the day
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PHAETHON

And the dull urn of midnight, deaf to hear

The lute of love, blind to the rose in bloom,

The terrible, the merciful, gray Time,
Who like a thirsty raven ever tracks

The blood drops of the wounded western sun ;

Beneath whose ebon wing the world grows

old—
Time in his flight came by. The stars arose,

And the wild winds roared and again were

mute,

And leaves were born and yellowed, and Time
went on.

So years slipt by to Phcebus and his spouse,

And children in their bridal bowers arose.

Ah ! Phaethon, unhappy Phaethon !

How shall I tell thee next ? In what lean

words

Set down for other men and other days,

When Time is old and grown unbeautiful,

And all the gods are dead or sealed away
In dusty tomes despised and clean forgot

In this cold northern corner of the world

Beyond the gray seas misty. O Arcady,

O flute of Tempe frozen these thousand

years,
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O sad great voice of Pan ! I see the maids

Pierian weeping round their Hippocrene.

The ploughshare of this sordid Present cleaves

And cuts the sacred well, and boorish feet

Crush in its sides. I think, that never more

Can one stoop down and drink : and rising up,

Flushed with a tingling inspiration, sing

Beyond himself, and in a huckster age

Catch some faint golden shadow into his page

From that great day of Hellas and Hellas

gods;

Which these wise critics of the city of smoke

Sneer at as wrack and lumber of the tombs.
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ON A PORTRAIT OF SIR JOHN
SUCKLING

[This is by Marshall, and is prefixed to the earlier editions of

the Fragmenta Aurea, 1646, 1648, 1658. The poet is re-

presented as surrounded by a great wreath of evergreens, which

encircles the whole frontispiece. Above the wreath is written

—Obiit anno (then comes a blank) atatis 28.]

Two hundred years, my hero, thou hast lain

Rusting in earth. The world has gone its way

Careless that Death has mown thy golden

youth.

Soldiers have fought and died and known not

thee.

Maidens have loved, who never heard thy

name.

And thou, whom Muses crowned with every

gift,

While yet a boy—tho' in achievement man
And monarch—young in years yet ripe in

fame,

Arc snatched away ; while this grim raven,

Death,

Feeds on the light and glory of the world.
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Heroic heart, long silent in the dust

;

Where is the warrior's tomb, what gray-

church tower

Is honoured by thy rest ? Art thou inurned

In some dim Norfolk village, whence thy

race

Came of a kindly stock who fed their beeves

And grew their grain ? Hast thou an effigy

Armoured in stone, with angels at the base

In alabaster sorrow ; as the mode
Ran of sepulchral grief? And overhead

Thy gauntlet and thy banner and thy helm

Nailed to the chancel wall, and covered quite

With cobwebs. While thy wasted banner

droops

As if the spiders wove its ragged sides.

And this thy hatchment, azure once and

gules,

And three stags golden, emblems of thy race,

Effaced and tarnished, half the tinctures gone.

Oblivion and a hecatomb of dust

Invade the silent precincts of thy rest,

And thro' the lancet window I can hear

The voices of the village, forge and mart,

Harrow and spade, the mill-wheel and the

plough.

While in the coppice sole, one nightingale
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Sings me reminders of a note as sweet

And tender as her own ; and while she singsjj

Thou art not quite forgot, my soldier bard,

Here in the pastoral village of thy youth.

Tender and great, true poet, dauntless heart,

We cannot see with eyes as clear as thine.

A sordid time dwarfs down the race of men.

They may not touch the lute or draw the

sword

As thou didst, half immortal. So we hang

A wreath of homage on our captain's urn.

Farewell, to other scenes we must begone.

The elms are shining in the sun : the roofs

Melt with the mighty rain. The uprolled

cloud

Soars in its majesty away through heaven.

The morning breaks in red and lustre. Earth

Is glad because of her. But we bewail

The young glad light of our Apollo gone,

Thy laurel, and thy lyre with broken chords,

And snapt below the hilt, thy gallant sword.

Where is the winsome lady whom he met

In that old spring among the old-world

flowers ?
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Where are her fairy footsteps, where are gone

Aglaura's graceful curls ? The tender rose

That lay against her cavalier's soft kiss :

The lordly, the invincible, the king

Of every Muse. Surely, that giant wreath,

Stamped on the opening page of thy renown,

Made out of all the woods, that leaf shedding

Of rathe Castalia's orchards, that green round

Shall wrap thee in with honour, dear and dead,

True gentleman, great type of ages gone,

To shallow natures in the days of smoke :

Radiant Apollo, warrior, Englishman,

To whom the cannon calling or the lute

Came with an equal voice : colleague of gods,

Such as the puny mothers of the world

No longer nourish on degenerate breasts,

The giants of the dawn, that never more

Shall come again. Old England, hear me say,

This man has lain in dust two hundred years,

Hast thou another such, my country, peer

To the great gone-away ?

See a note on Sir J. Suckling at the end of the volume.
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This the house of Circe, queen of charms

—

A kind of beacon-cauldron poised on high,

Hooped round with ember-clasping iron bars,

Sways in her palace porch, and smoulderingly

Drips out in blots of fire and ruddy stars

;

But out behind that trembling furnace air,

The lands are ripe and fair,

Hush are the hills and quiet to the eye.

The river's reach goes by

With lamb and holy tower and squares of

corn,

And shelving interspace

Of holly bush and thorn

And hamlets happy in an Alpine morn,

And deep-bowered lanes with grace

Of woodbine newly born.

But inward o'er the hearth a torch-head

stands

Inverted, slow green flames of fulvous hue,
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Echoed in wave-like shadows over her.

A censer's swing-chain set in her fair hands

Dances up wreaths of intertwisted blue

In clouds of fragrant frankincense and myrrh.

A giant tulip head and two pale leaves

Grew in the midmost of her chamber there,

A flaunting bloom, naked and undivine,

Rigid and bare,

Gaunt as a tawny bond-girl born to shame,

With freckled cheeks and splotched side

serpentine,

A gipsy among flowers,

Unmeet for bed or bowers,

Virginal where pure-handed damsels sleep :

Let it not breathe a common air with them,

Lest when the night is deep,

And all things have their quiet in the moon,

Some birth of poison from its leaning stem

Waft in between their slumber-parted lips,

And they cry out or swoon,

Deeming some vampire sips,

Where riper Love may come for nectar boon !

And near this tulip, reared across a loom,

Hung a fair web of tapestry half done,

Crowding with folds and fancies half the room

:

Men eyed as gods and damsels still as stone,
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Pressing their brows alone,

In amethystine robes,

Or reaching at the polished orchard globes,

Or rubbing parted love-lips on their rind,

While the wind

Sows with sere apple leaves their breast and

hair.

And all the margin there

Was arabesqued and bordered intricate

With hairy spider things

That catch and clamber,

And salamander in his dripping cave

Satanic ebon-amber

;

Blind worm, and asp, and eft of cumbrous

gait,

And toads who love rank grasses near a grave,

And the great goblin moth, who bears

Between his wings the ruined eyes of death ;

And the enamelled sails

Of butterflies, who watch the morning's

breath.

And many an emerald lizard with quick ears

Asleep in rocky dales.

And for an outer fringe embroidered small,

A ring of many locusts, horny-coated,

A round of chirping tree-frogs merry-throated,

And sly, fat fishes sailing, watching all.
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Take back your suit.

It came when I was weary and distraught

With hunger. Could I guess the fruit you

brought ?

I ate in mere desire of any food,

Nibbled its edge and nowhere found it good.

Take back your suit.

Take back your love,

It is a bird poached from my neighbour's wood:

Its wings are wet with tears, its beak with

blood.

'Tis a strange fowl with feathers like a crow :

Death's raven, it may be, for all we know.

Take back your love.

Take back your gifts.

False is the hand that gave them; and the mind

That planned them, as a hawk spread in the

wind

To poise and snatch the tremblingmouse below.

To ruin where it dares—and then to go.

Take back your gifts.
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Take back your vows.

Elsewhere you trimmed and taught these

lamps to burn ;

You bring them stale and dim to serve my
turn.

You lit those candles in another shrine,

Guttered and cold you offer them on mine.

Take back your vows.

Take back your words.

What is your love ? Leaves on a woodland

plain,

Where some are running and where some

remain

:

What is your faith ? Straws on a mountain

height,

Dancing like demons on Walpurgis night.

Take back your words.

Take back your lies.

Have them again : they wore a rainbow

face,

Hollow with sin and leprous with disgrace :

Their tongue was like a mellow turret beil

To toll hearts burning into wide-lipped hell.

Take back your lies.
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Take back your kiss.

Shall I be meek, and lend my lips again

To let this adder daub them with his stain ?

Shall I turn cheek to answer, when I hate ?

You kiss like Judas in the garden gate !

Take back your kiss.

Take back delight,

A paper boat launched on a heaving pool

To please a child, and folded by a fool

;

The wild elms roared : it sailed—a yard or

more.

Out went our ship but never came to shore.

Take back delight.

Take back your wreath.

Has it done service on a fairer brow ?

Fresh, was it folded round her bosom snow ?

Her cast-off weed my breast will never wear :

Your word is 'love me.' My reply 'de-

spair !

'

Take back your wreath.
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From holy flower to holy flower

Thou weavest thine unhallowed bower.

The harmless dewdrops, beaded thin,

Ripple along thy ropes of sin.

Thy house a grave, a gulf thy throne

Affright the fairies every one.

Thy winding sheets are gray and fell,

Imprisoning with nets of hell

The lovely births that winnow by,

Winged sisters of the rainbow sky :

Elf-darlings, fluffy, bee-bright things,

And owl-white moths with mealy wings,

And tiny flies, as gauzy thin

As e'er were shut electrum in.

These are thy death spoils, insect ghoul,

With their dear life thy fangs are foul.

Thou felon anchorite of pain

Who sittest in a world of slain.

Hermit, who tunest song unsweet

To heaving wing and writhing feet.
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A glutton of creation's sighs,

Miser of many miseries.

Toper, whose lonely feasting chair

Sways in inhospitable air.

The board is bare, the bloated host

Drinks to himself toast after toast.

His lip requires no goblet brink

But like a weazel must he drink.

The vintage is as old as time

And bright as sunset, pressed and prime.

Ah, venom mouth and shaggy thighs

And paunch grown sleek with sacrifice,

Thy dolphin back and shoulders round

Coarse-hairy, as some goblin hound

Whom a hag rides to sabbath on,

While shuddering stars in fear grow wan.

Thou palace priest of treachery,

Thou type of selfish lechery,

I break the toils around thy head

And from their gibbets take thy dead.
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So then their hymn of victory is done.

Thank God for that. Home are the soldiers

gone.

The garlands of the triumph wither brown,

The singing-girls are sleepy, the hoarse

crowd

Murmurs itself away. Night rises fast.

The shadows on the canvas of my tent

Deepen, and Jael in her lonely home
Begins to think it over, now the blare

Of clarions does not hail her longer blest.

O lying voice ! Methought, I found a crown

Of glory, silvern : out I held my hand

And drew a burnished adder off her nest,

Who stung me redly first, and, when blood

dried,

In one small pit of poison deadly-blue.

The name of that ill worm is Infamy.

So the moon comes and silence in her train ;

There will not be a many stars to-night.
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The wind begins his circuit with a wail.

He tastes and touches at each little peak,

And in the broken furrows like a bird

Sings, out in darkness. Why art thou so sad ?

c O blessed among women '—So they sang

With brazen lips to God. But he knows

more

And with one great chain binds my heavy

soul

;

I do not think that God will ever reach

His finger down and ease it. He hates me

;

You see, I cannot weep. Does that sound

well ?

How many evil women can find tears,

Sinning all day. My one great deed of blood

Outweighs, as Horeb, in the scales of God
Against some petty sand-grains. He sees

that,

Insists upon it, keeps it in his books

In plain red flaring letters that endure.

These women have a hundred petty ways

Of sinning feebly. He forgets them all.

They sin as ants or flies. He cannot praise

Or blame such creatures, simply lets them be.

I feel all this alone with my own heart.

The solitude is busy with God's voice

Speaking my sin. I am worn and wearied out;
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A mere weak woman, after all is said

;

Searching the intense dark with sleepless eyes,

Huddled away by the main-pole in the midst,

A curled crushed thing, a blurred white heap

of robes,

Moaning at times with wild arms reaching out.

While on my canvas walls the rain-gush

comes,

And the ropes scream and tighten in the blast.

So I must watch until my lord return
;

The camp of Israel holds to-night carouse,

And Heber sits at Barak's own right hand ;

Because I have risen against a sleeping man,

And slain him, like a woman. No man slays

After this sort. The craven deed is mine,

Hold thou its honour, Heber ; have thy wine,

Among the captains claim the noblest seat

;

And revel, if thou hast the heart, till dawn,

Brave at the board and feeble in the field !

As the sun fell this eve I felt afraid,

For in his fading, as he touched the haze,

I saw in heaven one round ripe blot of blood.

And all the gates of light, whereby he died,

Were wasted to one drop, a crimson seed
;

I turned away and made mine eyelids fast

;
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But deep down in my soul I saw it still

The single reddish clot. The blood was pale;

They say pale blood is deadlier than the red,

And pallid this one drop. I think it came

Out of his forehead underneath the nail.

I had been told that slain men bled so much,

I nerved my soul for rivers and none flowed.

Somehow, his bloodless death was awfullest.

There seemed no reason, why at one swift

blow

Ofmy deft hands this warm flushed sleepy man
Should cease into a statue, as he did,

At one shock of the hammer on his brow.

(I heard a fable once—a trader's tale,

Who sailed from Javan's islands hawking

veils

—

How with a mallet one struck stone to flesh

;

He was a cunning carver, if he did

;

But I smote flesh to marble. That *s no skill,

Requires a devil only.) He turned once

—

Twice—with a sort of little heaving moan,

A strange sad kind of choking under-sound

;

And opened at me full great piteous eyes,

Already glazing with reproachful films ;

—

As with one gasp—I fancy he gasped twice

—

He lay there done with, that great goodly

man
;
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And in his sidelong temple, where bright curls

Made crisp and glorious margin to his brows

—

So that a queen might lay her mouth at them

Nor rise again less royal for their kiss

—

There, in the interspace of beard and brow,

The nail had gone tearing the silken skin

;

And, driven home to the jagged head of it,

Bit down into the tent-boards underneath ;

And riveted that face of deadly sleep

;

As some clown nails an eagle on his barn,

The noble bird slain by the ignoble hand,

So slept the lordly captain at my feet

;

His lovely eyes were hardly troubled now

;

Yet in his keen gray lips a certain scorn

Dwelt as indignant, that a deed so mean,

Treason so petty, woman-guile so poor,

Should ever stifle out their glorious breath.

As I leant o'er them their serene disdain

Was eloquent against me, more than words,

And easy was the meaning of their scorn

To render and interpret into this

—

c Better to be as we are earth and dust

Than to endure, as Jael shall live on,

In self-contempt more bitter than the grave.

Live on and pine in long remorseful years.

Terrible tears are sequel to this deed

;

Beat on thy breast, have ashes in thy hair,
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Still shalt thou bear about in all thy dreams

One image, one reproach, one face, one fear.

Live, Jael, live. We shall be well revenged.'

This woman was a mother, think of that

;

A name which carries mercy in its sound,

A pitiful meek title one can trust

;

She gave her babe the breast like other wives,

In cradle laid it, had her mother heed

To give it suck and sleep. You would suppose

She might learn pity in its helpless face

;

A man asleep is weaker than a child,

And towards the weak God turns a woman's

heart

;

Hers being none. She is ambitious, hard,

Vain, would become heroic ; to nurse babes

And sit at home, why, any common girl

Is good enough for that She must have fame;

She shall be made a song of in the camp,

And have her name upon the soldier's lip

Familiar as an oath. And when she dies

She must write Jael on the years to come

;

Oblivion only terrifies her heart,

And infamy is almost twin to fame

;

But rusting unremembered in the grave

Is worst of all. Let Jael rest secure,

That, if the reprobation of all time
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Fall sweetly on her ashes, hers shall be

Perpetual condemnation. Ah, vain heart,

Thou shalt not lie forgotten, till the stars

Fall black into the pathways of the brine.

Can time efface a deed so wholly vile ?

She stood, the mother-snake, before her tent,

She feigned a piteous dew in her false eyes,

She made her low voice gentle as a bird's,

Her one hand beckoned to the fugitive,

Her other felt along the poniard's edge

Hid near the breast where late her baby fed.

She drew the noble weary captain in

;

Her guest beneath the shelter of her home,

He laid him down to rest and had no fear.

The sacred old alliance with her clan,

The trustful calm immunity of sleep,

Sealing security each more secure.

Ah, surely, he was safe if anywhere

Beneath the mantle which she laid on him.

He was too noble to mistrust her much

;

His fading sense felt her insidious arm

Folding him warmly. Then he slept—she

rose,

Slid like a snake across the tent—struck

twice

—

And stung him dead.
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God saw her, up in Heaven.

The lark outside went on with his old song.

The sheep grazed, and the floating clouds

came past

—

Yet it was done. Sleep, guest-right, given

word,

All broken, each forgotten. She had lied

Against these holiest three and slain him there.

Bonds were as straw ; if once she thought of

them,

They only gave new keenness to the nail,

And made her right hand surer for the blow.

Pah ! she will come to slay her children next

For glory and a little pufFof fame

;

And so they crowned her, but her myrtle

roots

In strange red soil were nurtured, and their

leaves

Are never wet with rain, but fed on tears.

Then Israel came with many cymbal-girls

And clashed this noble triumph into odes,

Great paeans full of noise and shaken spears,

Loud horns and blare of battle, dust, and

blood.

Then shrilled that old lean shrewing pro-

phetess,
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Gray as a she-wolf on some weaned lamb's

track,

Her song of death and insult on the slain j

Then Israel's captain, holding by her skirt,

Sang second to her raving with loud words

And hare-like eyes that looked on either side,

As if in dread dead Sisera should rise

And drive him howling up the vale in fear

With nimble heels. This captain who de-

clared

To this old scolding woman Deborah,
c Except thou goest with me I remain.

I dare not face great Sisera alone,

Unless some female fury hound me on.'

The brave words of a captain brave as they,

A leader chiefly bold against the slain,

Fit jackal to the tigress which I seem,

Worthy to share the triumph of her deed
j

That makes her almost viler than himself,

The craven hound tied to an old wife's

strings.

My marvel is by what insidious steps

The will to slay him ripened in my mood.

For on that morning I had risen at peace,

And all my soul was calmer than a pool

Folded in vapour when the winds are gone.
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Wholly at peace, I watched the ray new-born

In blessed streaks and rapid amber lanes

Run out among our vale-heads: low in heaven

One great star floated, rolling yellow light.

For all night long my baby would not rest,

Till the dawn drifted, at whose coming sleep

Drew down his eyelids to my slumber song.

He could doze cradled now beyond my arms ;

And, as the day was instant everywhere,

I came and held my station at the door

To draw the glory in and make it mine.

When suddenly a kind of weary mood
At all my mother life and household days

Clouded my soul and tainted her delight.

It seemed such petty work, such wretched

toil,

To tend a child and serve a husband's whims ;

Meek, if my lord return with sullen eyes,

Glad, if his heart rejoice ; to watch his ways,

Live in his eye, hoard his least careless smile ;

Chatter with other wives, manage and hoard,

Quarrel and make it up—and then the grave,

Like fifty thousand other nameless girls,

Who took their little scrap of love and sun

Contentedly and died. Was I as these ?

My dream was glory and their aim delight

;

Should I be herded with their nameless dust?
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Achievement seemed so easy to my hand

In that great morning. All my heart ran fire,

And turning I beheld my cradled child,

And caught the coming footstep of my lord

Crisp in the grass. My waking life resumed

Its fetter as he came. Content thee, drudge,

Here is thy lot ; fool not thy heart on dreams.

Then with a little weary sigh I rose

To welcome him ; and hastily put by

The vision of the morning. As a girl,

Draping herself in secret with fine webs,

Starts at a sudden step and flings them down.

Restless he entered, gloomy, ill at ease,

Then shook himself and laughed his humour

off

With an ill grace, relapsing to a frown.

And pushed about the tent arranging robes,

Searching old chests long undisturbed in dust;

Then glancing at the wonder in my face,

Carelessly glancing, roughly he began,

—

c You help me none, but marvel with big eyes

At one in household lumber elbow-deep

;

Hiding is better than the surest key.

A fight there will be ; ay, a game of blows,

Arrows and wounded men and broken

wheels,

—

No further than a rook flies out to feed
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From this tent door. An hour remains to

hide

The ore of our possessions, let the dross

Remain and sate the spearman if he comes.
cA battle,' my lips faltered j all my soul

Flushed out into my face on hearing it.

Was my dream come at last ? He made

reply,

Misreading my emotion, ' Do not fear
;

We will stand by and let them fight it out.

We have some friends at court in either camp;

Neither will harm us, let the strong prevail.

We can await the issue and declare

For him who wins !
' He laughed, and I was

dumb
With bitter scorn against him in my soul,

Loathing my husband. But I tried him

more

—

c O lord,' I said, c let me arise and arm thee.

The cause of Israel is the holy one.

These heathen are as dust upon the earth.

Let us strike in for Israel, tho' we die !

'

'Ay, dame,' he muttered, c he is right who
wins,

And Israel may be right for all I care ;

Yet Sisera is strong, and wise ones hide,

When arrow sings to arrow in the air.
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If right is weak, why then the God of right

Ought to be strong enough to help his own,

Without molesting one more quiet man.

But, while we chatter on, the morning ebbs,

I shall sweep off our treasure to the hills.

You and the babe may follow, as you please.

Safe is the upland, perilous the plain

;

How say you ?
' But in scorn I turned away,

And cried, ' Begone, O feeble heart.' He
went

Laughing and left me.

Then the battle shocks

Deepened all morning in the vales, and died

And freshened ; but at even I beheld

A goodly man and footsore, whom I knew j

And then my dream rushed on my soul once

more

;

Saying, This man is weary, lure him in,

And slay him ; and behold eternal fame

Shall blare thy name up to the stars of God.

I called him and he came. The rest is blood,

And doom and desolation till I die !
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'sigh, heart, break not'

Sigh, heart, and break not ; rest, lark, and

wake not

!

Day I hear coming to draw my Love away.

As mere-waves whisper, and clouds grow

crisper,

Ah, like a rose he will waken up with day.

In moon-light lonely, he is my Love only,

I share with none when Luna rides in

gray.

As dawn-beams quicken, my rivals thicken,

The light and deed and turmoil of the day.

To watch my sleeper to me is sweeter,

Than any waking words my Love can say ;

In dream he finds me and closer winds me !

Let him rest by me a little more and stay.
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Ah, mine eyes, close not : and, tho' he knows

not,

My lips, on his be tender while you may ;

Ere leaves are shaken, and ring-doves waken,

And infant buds begin to scent new day.

Fair Darkness, measure thine hours, as trea-

sure

Shed each one slowly from thine urn, I

pray;

Hoard in and cover each from my lover

;

I cannot lose him yet ; dear night, delay.

Each moment dearer, true-love, lie nearer,

My hair shall blind thee lest thou see the

ray;

My locks encumber thine ears in slumber,

Lest any bird dare give thee note of day.

He rests so calmly ; we lie so warmly \

Hand within hand, as children after play ;

—

In shafted amber on roof and chamber

Dawn enters ; my Love wakens ; here is

day.
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If we have pondered on a face,

In yonder age of simple days,

If burning lips of first embrace

Sealed us as pilgrims in love's ways :

The silly chains became us well,

When rosy lay the orchard roods,

And April buds began to swell,

And starlings thought about their broods.

The easy fetters bound us sweet

;

The shrill lark dwindled overhead.

The land lay incense at our feet.

We did not dream upon the dead !

With ardent cheek and earnest breath

We plighted unenduring vows ;

And bound, instead of amaranth wreath,

Deciduous roses round our brows.
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Bud after bud descends to dust ;

Those rare years sigh and go their way.

We leave our garlands, since we must,

When heads begin to gather gray.

Then farewell, Love, for other skies,

We laud thee now we need thee least.

We will not be as guests, who rise,

And, risen, chide against a feast.

Untainted we will always save

The sweet of thy memorial joy ;

Let fools thy royal table leave

And soil the banquet with alloy.

Go, harpy, with thy loathsome wing,

Go, cynic, with thy touch of mire !

We hold it an ignoble thing

To laugh against our old desire ;

Ye seem to scorn Love's richer hour,

In envy half, but more in craft,

And wholly sullen : since your flower

Is withered on its autumn shaft.

We least will ape this dotard's part,

Who sneers at love in aspen tone,

Who jests on his once wholesome heart,

And cheapens all who still have one.
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He hardens in his selfish crust

;

His blear eyes only understand

Three things as comely—wine, and lust,

And greed which guides the palsied hand.

Irreverent, isolated thing !

Old scare-crow on the field of vice,

Some rags of youth around thee cling

To flutter in a land of ice !

Leave in his shrine, veiled round and sad,

The Amor of thy tender days.

Thank Heaven that once thou couldst be glad,

Be silent, if thou canst not praise.

Ah, crush not in with tainted feet

:

Is thy thought cankered, keep away.

Tho' idols snap, and fair things fleet,

Leave one spot pure wherein to pray.

Some day indeed, before thy last,

When all life's boughs are bare of fruit,

When mock and sneer are overpast,

And every shallow laugh is mute,

Come to this haven, and unveil

The imaged face thy youth held best,

Kneel down before it, have thy wail,

And crawl the better to thy rest.
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Who hath revealed his name,

Father of clouds, eternal, king of death,

Who, ere the mountains came,

Or gentle winds drew breath,

Sat in the morning light and had no care,

Great and austerely fair,

For ages and for ages, till at last

Creation ripened fast,

And at his feet the infant world began.

Under his throne the dew and spice of morn

And little wells arose,

The glory of the leaves, and newly born

The wonder of the rose.

Murmur and supplication, laugh and prayer,

Came up like vapour to his footstool there

:

And the faint pulse of distant throbbing woe
J

Seemed as an echo very far below,

A moan the wind beats back, a sound that

cannot grow.
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He will not comfort any in their pain,

To whom the treasures of the isles belong j

He will not hear tho' hecatombs are slain,

Deaf to the droning augur's chanted song.

Put by thy hymn and weep thy weeping, he

is strong.

He is so strong, desire of him no aid.

Melt out the rocks with weeping at thy harm,

Thou shalt not make him as a man afraid,

Or overcome the shadow of his calm.

His brother gods that feast up there with him

Are bowed before him ere they touch the cup.

His presence makes their lesser glories dim,

And underneath his throne earth's wail comes

up.

And now men praise him that he is so great,

And now they curse him that he lets them die,

And now some blessing feign, dissembling hate.

But one and all he lets their wail go by.

And now he slumbers on the tinted cloud,

While sick on earth the feeble nations fear

With eyes that fail and forehead earthward

bowed,
* Zeus, if thy name be Zeus, waken and hear.'

Descend and break the mountains, if thou

hearest,
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Awake, arise, and smite the secret seas.

Put on that strength of panoply thou wearest,

When thou dost rise to prosper thy decrees.

Say to the deep, 'Refrain thy ocean roaring;'

Command the darkened places of the wind.

Bid thou the cloud dissolve her stately soaring;

Call to the tempest, c Flee thou like a hind
:

'

Bind up in vapour thy strong golden light.

Make pale the mild uprisings of the stars.

Scatter in weeping the broad earth's delight

;

Assume thy vengeance, thou of many wars.

O tried and terrible, resume thy sword,

Mighty in visitation, prove thy spear,

Lay to thine hand to justify thy word,

Zeus, if thy name be Zeus, waken and hear.

Ah, lord, ah, strong and sudden god, whose

feet

Rest on the throb of all created pain,

Thou feelest thy dominion is so sweet,

Thou wilt not loose one rivet of our chain :

Thou wilt not say, c Arise, and taste again

Love and the genial hour

Where no cloud came :

Clothe back upon thy darling's cheek its

flower,

And fear no blame.
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Was she not wholly sweet and bound to thee

With innocent joy ?

But this I did destroy

By the great might and scathe of my decree.

Worm, what is this to me,

If time flowed sweetly once and now is ended?

Before thou knewest I was great,

Thy lips my ways commended

;

When thou, secure of Fate,

And dreaming all things good,

By reed-embroidered rill,

And Dryad-haunted wood,

Didst guide thy random feet,

And found the whole world sweet.

The Naiad in the spray

Beckoned thee, tender-eyed,

And in old lovers' way
The fond earth maiden sighed.

Life in the hands of Time
Disclosed a perfect flower,

And in thy golden prime

Some mild old dim-eyed god smiled on thee

for an hour.'

Thou art not mild, mysterious ! and thine eyes

Reach as the lightning reaches, and thy hands

Smite down the old perfections of the earth,
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That came with blind old Saturn's dead com-

mands,

And totter with his fall. The new god stands

Supreme, altho' his royal robe is wet

With his sire's blood ; and in his ears as yet

There waileth on a father's agony,

And yet he falters nothing : and shall we,

Hopeless of mercy, vex our soul with fears ?

Nay, rather crave his thunder, if he hears

And is not drowsy with his long revenge.

Who shall ascend unto thine iron eyes,

Who shall make moan or prayer that may
prevail ?

For thou art satiate with so many sighs,

I do not think, O Zeus, thou wilt arise,

Fed with delight and all sweet dream and

thought,

Thou wilt not rise supreme

In thy beatitude ;

For fleeting love is nought,

And human gratitude

In thy cold splendid cloud must tremble to

intrude.

Let us go up and look him in the face,

We are but as he made us ; the disgrace
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Of this, our imperfection, is his own.

And unabashed in that fierce glare and blaze,

Front him and say,

c We come not to atone,

To cringe and moan :

God, vindicate thy way.

Erase the staining sorrow we have known,

Thou, whom ill things obey

;

And give our clay

Some master bliss imperial as thy own :

Or wipe us quite away,

Far from the ray of thine eternal throne.

Dream not, we love this sorrow of our breath,

Hope not, we wince or palpitate at death
;

Slay us, for thine is nature and thy slave :

Draw down her clouds to be our sacrifice,

And heap unmeasured mountain for our grave,

With peaks of fire and ice.

Flicker one cord of lightning, north to south,

And mix in awful glories wood and cloud -,

We shall have rest, and find

Illimitable darkness for our shroud
;

We shall have peace, then, surely, when thy

mouth

Breathes us away into the darkness blind,

Then onlv kind.'
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A LEAVE-TAKING

Kneel not and leave me : mirth is in its

grave.

True friend, sweet words were ours, sweet

words decay.

Believe, the perfume once this violet gave

Lives—lives no more, though mute tears

answer nay.

Break off delay !

Dead, Love is dead ! Ay, cancelled all his due.

We say he mocks repose—we cannot tell

—

Close up his eyes and crown his head with

rue,

Say in his ear, sweet Love, farewell ! fare-

well !

A last low knell.

Forbear to move him. Peace, why should

we stay ?

Go back no more to listen for his tread.

Resume our old calm face of every day :

Not all our kneeling turns that sacred head

Long dear, long dead !
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Go with no tear-drop ; Love has died before :

Stay being foolish ; being wise begone.

Let severed ways estrange thy weak heart

more.

Go, unregretful, and refrain thy moan.

Depart alone.
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HE MAY WHO CAN

We are wise, the world is old,

Antic changes shift and hold.

Boys will swear, and maids will weep,

Weep and smile again.

Songs are for an April breast,

Feathers for a gleaming crest.

They may wake that need no sleep,

Sing, that feel no pain.

In a race young limbs are fleetest,

Boyhood's mouth can kiss the sweetest.

Palsy cheek and head of gray,

Mope beside thy fire.

Changes push us on our grave

;

Can we keep the orts we have ?

Ours is but a waning day,

What should we desire ?
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MISREPRESENTATION

Peace, there is nothing more tor men to

speak
;

A larger wisdom than our lips' decrees.

Of that dumb mouth no longer reason seek,

No censure reaches that eternal peace,

And that immortal ease.

Believe them not that would disturb the end

With earth's invidious comment, idly

meant.

Speak and have done thv evil ; for mv friend

Is gone bevond all human discontent,

And wisely went.

Say what vou will and have your sneer and

You see the specks, we only heed the fruit

Of a great life, whose truth—men hate truth

so

—

No lukewarm age of compromise could

suit.

Laugh and be mute !
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OPHELIA

Lost in a wilderness of ill,

Wan with a yearning never still,

O tell me where, most tuneful rill,

Can I recover rest ?

Thy waves roll under meadows brown,

And draw the thirsty daisies down ;

It cannot hurt them much to drown,

In death's green water-nest.

Among the meads of daedal May,

Around the roots of aspens gray,

Thy ripple holds delicious way,

A couch where dreams are sweet ;

Thy lilies shall my pillow be,

My coverlet the water free,

My sheet the white anemone,

My lullaby thy beat.
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Gone without warning otherwhere

My lover leaves me to despair

;

Sorrow and love are sore to bear,

Love goes and sorrow stays.

father dead ; O love untrue,

Lips at whose touch mine own grew new,

As pallid buds expand, if dew
Drop after droughty days.

My father in his grave is fair,

The shroud is round his silver hair

;

1 love the hand that laid bim there,

And wrought my bosom's woe.

pale dead father laid in night,

My bud of spring is slain with blight,

My soul is weary of the light

And lonely ; let her go.

1 weep indeed ; and both are gone

—

Ah, most I love the cruel one,

Who loved me once, now loves me none,

Dear author of my fears.

And so I wander by the brim,

And gather buds to think of him,

And find their eyes are dewy-dim,

As mine are, wan with tears.
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The sad sweet avens as in dream

Bends o'er the bosom of the stream,

And hangs her rosy head : I seem

Like this deserted bloom.

The fishes watch her, amber-eyed,

The tide-grass swims from side to side,

As sweetly will the river glide,

And kiss me in my tomb.

And he—God knows !—when nestlings

break

Their eggs next summer, and the lake

Is sown with snowy hawthorn flake,

—

May wander one day here,

The darling of my troth and trust,

When he is crowned and I am dust,

May lean and weep—Ah, but he must

—

At least one little tear

Into my crystal urn, when bees

Are roving, and the skies at peace,

And love, my pain, at ease, at ease,

In my sweet river-bier !
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NIMROD
Vedea Nembrotte apple del gran lavoro

£>uasi smarrito, e riguardar le genti

Che m Sennaar con lui superbi foro.

DANTE

Towards thy great clouds I reach my arms

and cry,

Confounded yet unconquered, if my power

Could rend thee down, thou tyrant, from thy

seat,

Then would I barter twenty million years

Of agonies, if at the last revenge

Would crown me lord and master for a day.

Ye hireling nations melting at his hand

Across the plain, who is your king but I ?

Who made you one and held you by the bond

Of kingship, till the world had never seen

Your like for strength and empire, firm as

gods ?

Were ye not strays upon the earth before ?
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Weak as the puny rillets of the hill,

I rolled you into one imperial stream,

Grinding the mountains where ye chose to

tread,

Not to be turned aside, more strong than they.

Together we were masters of the earth,

Divided ye were nothing, this ye knew \

And he the tyrant knew it as his throne

Trembled beneath him'. Then we fared

along

And found this Shinar level as a sea,

Perpetual plain, and the low cloud came down
And touched the verge wherever we beheld.

I looked, and in my wake there journeyed on

The leagues of nations lessening o'er the waste

In coils of distance : I was king of these,

And at one spoken word their strength was

mine.

There came a mighty thought upon my brain:

I knew that it was greater than myself

And quailed in joy before it, as it said,

—

c Monarch of nations, thou hast conquered

much
And always : there is nothing for thy spear

;

And it is puny praise to conquer men
And stale endeavour : look upon the clouds,

They are not hung so high above thy head
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As is the length of nations in thy wake :

Reach them and find at last an equal foe :

Reach them, resistless king, and war with gods,

That tremble now to think thou hast divined

How great thou art, how very weak are they.'

I paused and made the mighty thought a deed.

The nations came around me, and a shout

Of myriads hailed me God in my device.

And straight they went about it, mad with zeal.

The stiff blue clay lay ready at our hand j

It seemed that nature owned her future lord,

And brought the humble tribute of her earth

To build his throne, and laid it at his feet.

Eager they dug and baked the moulded marl

;

And all the plain lay like a heaven of stars

With frequent kiln at midnight, and by day

An under-heaven of blue and crisping cloud.

And the tower rose : the masons at its height

Could see the ocean now that we had left

A year behind us : ever at its base

The thousand-throated labour like a sea

Continually murmured : tier on tier

It darkened heaven, a monster in the sand,

And height succeeded height and pause was

none :

Until its summits entered in the zones
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Of cloud, and these about it clave all day

As on some giant peak untrod of man.

And the cloud made the tiers above itself

Seem more stupendous, and yet pause was

none.

And now I thought, this wish is in my hand,

And at the base I held my men of war

In harness for encounter, to ascend

When the word came that heaven was scaled

at last

:

For now the cloud was permanent, and still

The men built in it, hoping to emerge

Up thro' the rack upon the floor of heaven.

And still they built : and mad in our desire

We waited : slowly height on height it drew :

c An hour and we attain it.' Sudden light

Brake from above, c Ye armies, heaven is

won

:

I lead you, come.' A roar behind me came,

As if against the land I led the sea

:

And now I set my foot upon the stair

—

When darkness drave in on my brain—I fell.

There as I lay confounded, like a child

That cannot move his limbs ; it seemed there

grew
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Enormous light out up above the cloud :

And smote the cloudy bastions, like a sun

Rending the mists, to put them at a sweep

From some long coast for ever : light of light

Glowed in the core of vapour, writhing it

:

The blue haze crushed and shuddered as it

came :

Whereon a voice to hear as terrible,

As, to behold, that radiance, throb by throb,

Dealt out its language larger than the sense

Of man receives in meanings on his brain.

Dead by the courses of their bricks they lay

The builders : one escaping down the stair

Spake idiot-like with charr'd distorted face,

And gibbered out a language of the dead.

And, as he spake, confusion seemed to spread

Upon our tongues who heard him. Hideous

fear

Supplanted man's familiar eloquence

To jargon viler than a drunkard's song.

And I, altho' the god-voice and the light

Dazed me, arose, and cried to rally them,
1 Be not afraid, this terror is not long

:

If we possess our souls in such deep fear,

Then are we masters of these gods that know
No further torment for us : heaven is ours :



NIMROD

More great for this repulse I lead you on.'

They heard a sound of language at my lips :

They knew my tone, the gesture of com-

mand :

Then for a moment instinct, lord of fear,

Rallied their ranks behind me : not for long :

I was to these a babbler as the rest.

Their fellow's language on their ear became

Ineffable confusion, idiot sound.

They bore it but an instant and they fled :

They turned their eyes to all the winds of

heaven,

And trod each other in their panic down :

And melted through the broad earth every

way
In mad divergence, to escape alone

The mighty horror of the place. They left

The tower of their confusion, as one great

Unfinished protest of the toil of men
Against the lazy tyrants of the sky.

They fled : I raised my reeling blinded eyes,

Against the mocking clouds my hands I

spread,

And cursed my birth, for on the Shinar plain,

Monarch of nations, lo, I stand alone.
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THE KNIGHT IN THE WOOD
The thing itself was rough and crudely done,

Cut in coarse stone, spitefully placed aside

As merest lumber, where the light was worst

On a back staircase. Overlooked it lay

In a great Roman palace crammed with art.

It had no number in the list of gems,

Weeded away long since, pushed out and

banished,

Before insipid Guidos over-sweet

And Dolce's rose sensationalities,

And curly chirping angels spruce as birds.

And yet the motive of this thing ill-hewn

And hardly seen did touch me. O, indeed,

The skill-less hand that carved it had be-

longed

To a most yearning and bewildered brain

:

There was such desolation in the work

;

And through its utter failure the thing spoke

With more of human message, heart to heart,
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Than all these faultless, smirking, skin-deep

saints,

In artificial troubles picturesque,

And martyred sweetly, not one curl awry

—

Listen ; a clumsy knight, who rode alone

Upon a stumbling jade in a great wood

Belated. The poor beast with head low-

bowed

Snuffing the treacherous ground. The rider

leant

Forward to sound the marish with his lance.

You saw the place was deadly ; that doomed

pair,

The wretched rider and the hide-bound steed,

Feared to advance, feared to return—That 's

all!
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THE CHURCHYARD ON THE
SANDS

My Love lies in the gates of foam,

The last dear wreck of shore ;

The naked sea-marsh binds her home,

The sand her chamber door.

The gray gull flaps the written stones,

The ox-birds chase the tide

;

And near that narrow field of bones

Great ships at anchor ride.

Black piers with crust of dripping green,

One foreland, like a hand,

O'er intervals of grass between

Dim lonely dunes of sand.

A church of silent weathered looks,

A breezy reddish tower,

A yard whose mounded resting-nooks

Are tinged with sorrel flower.
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In peace the swallow's eggs are laid

Along the belfry walls ;

The tempest does not reach her shade,

The rain her silent halls.

But sails are sweet in summer sky,

The lark throws down a lay ;

The long salt levels steam and dry,

The cloud-heart melts away.

But patches of the sea-pink shine,

The pied crows poise and come

;

The mallow hangs, the bindweeds twine,

Where her sweet lips are dumb.

The passion of the wave is mute ;

No sound or ocean shock

;

No music save the trilling flute

That marks the curlew flock.

But yonder when the wind is keen
s

And rainy air is clear,

The merchant city's spires are seen,

The toil of men grows near.

Along the coast-way grind the wheels

Of endless carts of coal ;

And on the sides of giant keels

The shipyard hammers roll.
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The world creeps here upon the shout,

And stirs my heart in pain;

The mist descends and blots it out,

And I am strong again.

Strong and alone, my dove, with thee ;

And, tho' mine eyes be wet,

There 's nothing in the world to me
So dear as my regret.

I would not change my sorrow, sweet,

For others' nuptial hours
;

I love the daisies at thy feet

More than their orange flowers.

My hand alone shall tend thy tomb

From leaf-bud to leaf-fall,

And wreathe around each season's bloom

Till autumn ruins all.

Let snowdrops, early in the year,

Droop o'er her silent breast

;

And bid the later cowslip rear

The amber of its crest.

Come hither, linnets tufted-red,

Drift by, O wailing tern

;

Set pure vale lilies at her head,

At her feet lady-fern.
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Grow, samphire, at the tidal brink,

Wave pansies of the shore,

To whisper how alone I think

Of her for evermore.

Bring blue sea-hollies thorny, keen,

Long lavender in flower -,

Gray wormwood like a hoary queen,

Stanch mullein like a tower.

O sea-wall mounded long and low,

Let iron bounds be thine ;

Nor let the salt wave overflow

That breast I held divine.

Nor float its sea-weed to her hair,

Nor dim her eyes with sands :

No fluted cockle burrow where

Sleep folds her patient hands.

Tho' thy crest feel the wild sea's breath,

Tho' tide-weight tear thy root,

Oh, guard the treasure house, where Death

Has bound my darling mute.

Tho' cold her pale lips to reward

With love's own mysteries,

Ah, rob no daisy from her sward,

Rough gale of eastern seas !
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Ah, render sere no silken bent,

That by her head-stone waves
;

Let noon and golden summer blent

Pervade these ocean graves.

And, ah, dear heart, in thy still nest,

Resign this earth of woes,

Forget the ardours of the west,

Neglect the morning glows.

Sleep, and forget all things but one,

Heard in each wave of sea,

—

How lonely all the years will run

Until I rest by thee.
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A LAMENT FOR ADONIS

We will lament the beautiful Adonis !

The sleepy clouds are lull'd in all their trails.

The river-beds are weary for the rain.

The branchy volumes of the clouded pines,

Like drooping banners, in excess of noon

Languish beneath the forehead of the sun :

Nor dares one gale to breathe, one ivy-leaf

To flicker on its strings about the boles.

Lament Adonis here in dead-ripe noon

;

Weep for her weeping, Queen of love and

dream,

Disconsolate, love's ruler love-bereaved :

Where is thy godhead fallen, what avail

To throne it on the clouds yet lose thy joy ?

Couldst thou not hold Adonis on thy lips

Eternally, and scorn the ebbing years ?

This, this were meed of immortality,

To wear thy stately love secure and fair

Of rainy eyes : now shalt thou ne'er resume,
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Enamoured Queen, thy shelter at his heart

:

His arms no longer Aphrodite's nest.

Kneel then, and weep with her and weep
with her.

It is not meet that pure cheek's crimsoning,

It is not fate those bloom-ripe limbs endure

The stain of thick corruption and the rule

Of common natures. Oueen, possess thy

power,

Raise him beyond the region of the sun ;

There cherish back the heavy eyes to blend

With that full morning of the ageless gods :

Watch him to life in bloomy asphodel,

Dissolve thy soul on his reviving lips.

In vain, 'tis idle dreaming this shall be.

In vain, ye maidens, this our sister toil

To scatter posies on his patient sleep

With dole for him that was so beautiful

:

He shall not wake from that lethean dream :

He shall not move for her immortal smile,

Nor hear the busy kisses at his cheek :

She ceases and she sobs upon her hands :

Come, let us weep with her and weep with

her.
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Smother his head with roses as he lies.

The day may draw the sacred twilight down

:

The dew lights on the grasses and the leaves

May speck the woods, as night the sky, with

stars ;

The sun-down gale shall not, because we
weep,

Forego his perfume, or night's bird her song.

Nature is greater than the grief of gods,

And Pan prevails, while dynasties in heaven

Rule out their little eons and resign

The thunder and the throne to younger hands.

He is the rock and these the rounding waves.

Lament not, Queen of love, lament no

more

:

Nature and Love alone are ageless powers

;

Thy queendom, Aphrodite, shall not fail.

The reign of might shall fail, the wisdom fail

That wrought out heavenly thrones : the

weary clouds

Shall not sustain them longer : only Love
And Nature are immortal. Nature sealed

Adonis' eyes : the kindly hand forgave

The creeping years that held Tithonus old

Before her eyes who loved and saw him fade.
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Have comfort ; and our homeward choir

shall hymn
Thy godhead thro' the cedarn labyrinths,

Till they emerge upon the flushing sheet

Of sunset : on those waters many an isle

And cape and sacred foreland ripe with eve,

Cherish thy myrtle in delicious groves :

Infinite worship at this hour is thine.

They name thee Aphrodite, and the name
Blends with the incense towards the crimson

cloud.
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THE OCEAN WOOD

Gray woods within whose silent shade

The ocean-voice is dimly known :

Where undisturbed the violets fade,

And roses perish overblown.

Calm rests the wave against the beach :

Calm rocks the wave-bird on its tide,

And calmer in their heaven than each,

The gleaming bands of sunset ride.

Soon will the ripple move again :

Soon will the shorelark flute its song

;

And in sweet emphasis of pain

The rock-dove mourn the cliffs along.

Sweet shall resound the curlew's wail.

New sails come sweeping up the sea.

But all the ships that ever sail

Will bring no comfort home to me.
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AN ODE

Sire of the rising day,

Lord of the faded ray,

King of sweet ways of morn or daylight done.

Ruler of cloud and sleep,

Whose tread is on the deep,

Whose feet are red in glory like the sun.

Whose hand binds up the winds as in a

sheaf,

Whose shadow makes them tremble like a

leaf.

Lordship and Fear are thine,

Upon whose brow divine

The diadem of pale eternal fire

Burns over eyes that fear

No stain of earthly tear,

Nor soften for a yearning world's desire.

The treasure of strong thunder at thy hand

Waits like an eagle watching thy command.
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Thee rosy beams enshroud
;

Rich airs and amber cloud

Reach the calm golden spaces of thy hall.

The floods awake with noise

Churning the deep, whose voice,

Thou heedest not ; altho' the storm-wind call,

And break beneath the swollen vapour-bands,

In wild rains wearing at the sodden lands.

Can then our weak-winged prayer

Ascend and touch thee there,

Sailing between the gleaming gates of heaven ?

Can our wail climb and smite

Thy council- seat of light ?

Where for a garment is the moon-ray given

To clothe thy shoulders, and blue star-dust

strown

Bickers about the borders of thy throne.

Ah, Lord, who may withstand

One reaching of thy hand,

Who from thy fury fence his house secure ?

What citadel is there,

In lifted hand or prayer,

If all the radiant heaven may not endure

The scathing of thine anger, keen to blight

The strong stars rolling in their fields of light ?
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Arise and take thine ease,

For thou art Lord ; and these

Are but as sprinkled dust before thy power.

Art thou the less divine,

If they lift hands and whine,

Or less eternal since they crawl an hour ?

After a little pain to fold their hands,

And perish like the beasts that tilled their

lands.

They dug their field and died,

Believed thee or denied ;

Cursed at thy name, or fed thy shrine with

fume.

Loved somewhat, hated more,

Hoarded, grew stiff and sore,

Gat sturdy sons to labour in their room

;

Became as alien faces in cheir land ;

Died, worn and done with as a waste of sand.

Strong are alone the dead.

They need not bow the head,

Or reach one hand in ineffectual prayer.

Safe in their iron sleep

What wrong shall make them weep,

What sting of human anguish reach them

there ?
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They are gone safe beyond the strong one's

reign,

Who shall decree against them any pain ?

Will they entreat in tears

The inexorable years

To sprinkle trouble gently on their head ?

Safe in their house of grass,

Eternity may pass,

And be to these an instant in its tread,

Calm as an autumn night, brief as the song

Of the wood dove. The dead alone are

strong.

Love is not there, nor Hate,

Weak slaves of feebler Fate,

Their lord is nothing here, his reign is done.

Here side by side can lie

Glory and Infamy,

Hero and herdsman in red earth are one.

Their day is over : sad they silence keep,

Abashed before the perfect crowning sleep.
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THE PILGRIM CRANES

THE PILGRIM CRANES

The pilgrim cranes are moving to their south,

The clouds are herded pale and rolling

slow.

One flower is withered in the warm wind's

mouth,

Whereby the gentle waters always flow.

The cloud-fire wanes beyond the lighted trees.

The sudden glory leaves the mountain

dome.

Sleep into night, old anguish mine, and cease

To listen for a step that will not come.
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DAFFODILS

I question with the amber daffodils,

Sheeting the floors of April, how she fares

;

Where king-cup buds gleam out between the

rills,

And celandine in wide gold beadlets glares.

By pastured brows and swelling hedge-row

bowers,

From crumpled leaves the primrose bunches

slip,

My hot face roll'd in their faint-scented

flowers,

I dream her rich cheek rests against my lip.

All weird sensations of the fervent prime

Are like great harmonies, whose touch can

move
The glow of gracious impulse: thought and

time

Renew my love with life, my life with love.

When this old world new-born puts glories on,

I cannot think she never will be won.
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DISILLUSION

DISILLUSION

She came, the fire ofheaven around her brow,

And dared not glance upon the face of day

With her meek eyes, as shrinking from the

glow

Of this rough world, a maiden pure alway.

Her thoughts were, as the dreams of saints,

divine.

Her soul refused to touch our sordid cares.

She was a pearl cast on a world of swine.

A single lily sown in a field of tares.

She seem'd a solitude of Alpine snow

Under a few cold stars. Till, fooled by Fate,

I touched her surface veil, and bared below

A lazar meet to lie at Dives' gate.

So now I sing my woes, Cassandra-wise,

To lovers deaf of ear and blind of eyes.
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PANDORA

A Dialogue

PROMETHEUS. EPIMETHEUS. PANDORA

EPIMETHEUS

Peace, in the bright courts of the tyrant,

peace !

Rest, for the sweet world slain beneath his

frown !

The strange sound deepens, peace ! our war

is done.

Strangely hath Zeus remembered mercy now.

The prince god folds away his deadly shafts.

The strong one moves his arrow from its

string,

Softens his stern lip-corners to a smile,

And reaches out, as friend with friend, his

hand
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Grown tired with hurling down perpetual

death.

Evil indeed that battle where none win.

Weary is he and weary am I of war ;

He, the unwearied, hungers for his rest.

If neither race prevail, as neither may,

It is an idle thing with lidless eyes

To watch each other, each bereaved of calm.

We can disturb his peace, he ruin ours,

And still no truce, no interval, no respite.

Rejoice, if now be done these bitter ways ;

Break into song and take hereafter ease.

Smile, O thou warrior Titan, smile at last

To find love fairer than perpetual fear.

Behold, what love I bring thee, clear as air,

Strange as a dream, soft as a mountain down,

And moulded as the pauses of a song ;

Even such a gracious thing and excellent

I found this woman, in the shining lands

Beyond the meadow parcels of blown seed,

Between the millet and the junipers,

Languid as one from slumber newly come,

And still her eyes had soft desire of sleep.

In wonder I beheld and made no word,

Till of herself she moved her lips to sound ;

c Thus to the Titan saith the lord of clouds,

O race, unwearied, full of war and toil,
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Faith is more strong than your contentious

arms.

Ye hate, shall hatred then unsceptre Zeus,

Or anger empty any throne in heaven ?

I fear you not and yet ye weary me.

That our old strife may therefore merge and

die,

I send this woman for a marriage gift.

Let her accomplish peace for me with

thine,

Prometheus : be content : I have forgiven.

Thine old rebellions I have put away,

And my reward outweighs the harm I gave

thee.

Shall not her love efface the thunder scars,

Wherewith I drave thee backward from my
realm ?

'

Therefore I joying led her to thy face,

Here where the red cliff fronts the flats of

sand,

And short salt grasses cease in mountain

sedge.

PROMETHEUS

Art sister to the race of sleep and dust,

Or goddess scorning kinship with the dead ?
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PANDORA

The ruler sends me as his daughter down
To kneel and touch thy strong hand with

meek lips,

His daughter and his gift, saying, be friends,

Take her and love her, Titan, but forgive.

PROMETHEUS

Is Zeus grown sudden-generous to his foes?

PANDORA

Nay, but it irks him thro' eternal hours

To hold his arrow always on the string.

PROMETHEUS

Hast thou alone, O maid, of living souls,

Heard this thing speak, as men speak, word

and tone ?

I feel his hand is heavy indeed to slay,

But he will never face me eye to brow.

I should not greatly fear him, tyrant, then ;

But now he lets his mischiefs speak for him.
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PANDORA

Zeus in my waking life I have not seen ;

A swift dream brought this word, faded and

went,

Before thy brother's footstep snapt my sleep.

From my birth-trance in wonder I arose.

But of my past remembrance none remains.

I know not if I lived ere this day woke

;

Or in what fields I wandered other hours.

Yet earth is half familiar to mine eyes ;

And in my thought old broken images

Mix with the present and confuse me wholly.

I am as one, who, eating some strange root,

Loses life-record in the taste of it.

PROMETHEUS

I praise thee nothing, brother, for thy joy.

If thou hast found a marvel, to thy harm

This crafty Zeus hath brought thy feet to find,

And stumble on his most pernicious gift.

Wiser have left it in the meadow reeds,

Gotten thee home again and had no heed.

Doth Zeus repent and love us, O unwise ?

Shall we not rather weary out the stars,
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Eons and eons, with this feud of ours ?

Wrinkles will creep on the eternal sun,

And all large hills be vallted in waste seas,

Ere one prevail. Conquest alone is Peace.

And now, forsooth, he overflows with gifts.

Much careth he, the crafty, how I wed.

Nay, this is some delusion of his own
To work me death : this thing being won-

derful,

Specious, a fair trap to hold bound men's eyes;

Since she is smooth and pleasant as a wave,

Fresh as a sea-flower, polished as its sea

;

With a sweet subtle sadness haunting her,

And ruling all her beauty with a calm

That is the crown of beauty; being fair,

As the gods give their daughters to be fair,

Still grace divine disdaining much to weep

And far above all laughter. Such an one

As this beholding the fool human heart

Leaps greatly, is suffused with blind delight,

As tho' it stumbled on some mighty good

Entreated long of the deaf gods in prayer.

But this soft creature with her gracious ways

And warmth and perfume and light fugitive

glances,

Whence is her birth, my brother, whence her

charm ?
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Who wove the amber light into her hair,

Who gave her all the changes of her eyes ?

Who framed the treasures of her breast, and

carved

The balmy marvel of her throat, whose hand

Fashioned the silver curving shoulder down ?

Who clothed her limbs with colour like soft

fruit,

Who wrought and rounded her swift gleam-

ing feet ?

Come, let us reason this, desire is blind,

And brief is love that follows of desire ;

Yea, very brief, but often at the end

Treason and fire and poison, death and harm.

Titans are we, not wholly gods, but more

Than gods in this, if we possess our souls.

VVhy should we hanker after her sweet hands?

Let her be lovelier than the birth of light,

Why should the incense of her presence move
The soul-embattled Titan from resolve

To have no dealing with the false arch-god,

But to let always the clear flame of hate

Burn steadily between his house and ours ?

Can Zeus be sour in soul and sweet in gift ?

An evil tree grows only poisoned fruit.

Can he renounce his nature in an hour ?

Can he be piteous even to harmless men,
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And these have done no insult to his throne ?

But we the Titan seed alone endure,

And quail not, when he thunders in a world

Where all things else are chained beneath his

feet.

We toss defiance to his arrogant face,

While all sweet nature grovels at his heel.

Us he detests, us he abhors, us fears :

Wilt thou have gift of such, for I will none ?

PANDORA

Cruel art thou, Prometheus, being wise,

And yet not greatly cunning after all.

Art thou no match for one weak girl that

weeps,

Thou Titan that would mate thyself with

Zeus ?

Tears are my wisdom, and my speech alone

To kneel and put my cheek against thy hand,

And weep a little over it and say,

c Fear me, my King, for I am terrible.'

I, utterly broken, weaker than a weed,

Am God's strong vengeance whom these

Titans fear.

She is worth trembling at, this girl that weeps,

And awful, being melted into tears,
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Sighing she threatens and entreating slays :

Zeus and his thunder fear not, but fear me.

Woe, then, to the arch-god's crown, wail for

his throne ;

How shall his ruling comfort him at all ?

Doth he not vainly build pavilion clouds,

And bind sweet crisping heaven beneath his

feet,

That he tread firm and warmly in his realm ;

And when these Titans scorn and spit at him,

Can he invent no vengeance but a girl ?

Thou sayest this Zeus is evil, let him be

;

How should a woman reason of the gods ?

Yet are they fierce and strange and sullen lords,

As thy word goes ; they faint not, neither

weep ;

Shall they repent, be broken, bow them down ?

Surely they shall not falter or remove,

Tho' they rule blind and stay themselves on

fear.

Revile them ; what have I to do with these ?

Heal thou my tears ; I care not how they rule.

I only know that I am desolate,

Since thou dost turn away thy gracious eyes

In anger, saying, c This woman means me
death.'

Excellent Titan, O great king, my light,
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To whom my nature blindly feels for aid,

Hath not some fateful power supreme and

strange

Impelled me to thy presence, laid mine arms

With feeble claspings at thy mighty knees,

Saying, c Behold thy king, adore him well,

Lord of thy service, master of thy days.'

Do then my trembling arms and suppliant

hands,

My lids unlifted, my short eager breath,

Do these resemble Death and Vengeance so,

That thou must push me off and stride away?

Thy hard eyes reason on each tear I shed ;

With wise incurious musings, careless cold,

Gloating on me unbeautified in pain,

Thou weighest all my movements of despair.

Lo, one word spoken and my lips are mute
;

I, that am held this subtle poison plague,

This utmost curse, born of thy tyrant's hate,

I even, I, strewn in this dust, demand ;

Doth the vine, feeling for her elm to raise

Her frail limp garland-branch and pendent

rings,

Mean any death to that which is her stay ?

On whom her feeble arms may lean and

thrive,

Since lonely and without him die she must ?
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Ah, such a death, ah, such a loving curse

Would I be round thee, my great elm, my
king;

Ah, such a trouble my warm arms, such fear

My love, such hate my kisses. Let Zeus

be ;

Can he turn my love backward if he choose,

Can he command desire as babes are led ?

God is not strong against a woman's love

;

And, tho' Zeus lust to crush thy race and

thee,

Zeus will not make me harm thee, if I love.

Nature is more than any god of these.

Let mercy guide thee if love may not lead.

Thou art so great and wise, my puny love

Would only vex thee, like an insect's wing

Scarce worthy to be brushed in scorn aside.

Let me remain and dream not to be loved,

Where I may hear thy voice, and watch

thine eyes,

And the large gleams of purpose in their

light;

Healer of worlds, thou godlier than all gods

;

In whom the warm half mortal human heart

Tempers chill ichors of Olympian veins.

Leave me thy presence only ; for I faint

In this sweet nature mateless and alone.
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The steep gray woods, the broken mountain

halls

Crush me with power. The lonely wave on

the cliff

Has tongue to make me tremble. The crisp

cloud

Rolling along shadows me like a fear.

And all the old stern creations of the world,

Founded for ever, still and lovely powers,

Oppress my soul j till in their ageless eyes

I seem to usurp in daring to live on.

Yea, the large luminous unclouded Heaven

Narrows about me full of voice and whisper.

Let me from these gray ancient presences

Creep to thy shadow and assuage my dread.

Let me lie down with thy strong hunting

dogs

And guard the curtain-fold against thy tent

;

Make me thy slave, no more ; almost thy

hound.

Employ me in some petty useful way,

To watch thee sleeping and draw panther

skins

Warm to thy shoulder ; as soft equal night

Alters to chill touched by sweet scent of

dawn.

Or I have old-world harmonies to sing
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And fill thy wakeful eyes with folded sleep

;

But in keen day, when thy wise thought has

wing,

Vain words of mine thy musings shall not

break,

But I will sit and love and be most still.

EPIMETHEUS

Wisdom is much, my brother : thou art wise.

But reason over-strained is Folly's thrall.

Can this white perfect creature, excellent,

Steeped in the lovely tincture of pale light.

Round her the scent of rainy forest pines,

With hair like soft bents full of seed and

flower,

Lie with her lips against her sacred form ?

Most holy must she be that is so fair

;

Her fresh young beauty answers for her

truth.

I hold thee then intolerably wise

To dare make weep a thing so strangely

sweet.

Prove her untruth ; I am content to seem

For such delicious falsehood wholly fool.

If thy perfection be the mask of guile,

Slay me, sweet lily; I accept my doom.
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For how should I in after hours endure,

If one year's flight reveal thee as divine,

As we accept thee lovely, and discern

Glory celestial in thine outward frame,

—

If, fearing stain or ambush taint within,

I roughly move thee from my path, and go

A fool for ever aping wisdom ill.

But, O my brother, what a shaken life

Broken with lees, stained with great drops

and dust,

Thou minglest to thy soul renouncing love,

Scoffing at rest and spitting out at peace.

And thou art ever railing on this Zeus

;

Clothed round and haunted with perpetual

fear,

And drooping at his vengeance. Dream thy

fill,

Thou wakest up with Zeus ; at festival

There is thy Zeus in every cup again.

So now this phantom scares thee from the

joy

Holy and best, commended of all gods.

Wilt thou refuse this glowing lovely fruit

Lest Zeus should put thee poison in its rind ?

I charge thee, brother, it is a fearful thing,

Worthy of endless pity and disdain,

To maim thy soul with fast and pinion her
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In solitude for ever. Love is great,

His foemen will be broken at the end,

His wheels are mighty. Titan, then arise,

Touch with thy hand her bright hair sup-

pliant ;

Raise her and fold around her thy great arms.

Take thy delight upon her fruitful lips ;

So make her nature blossom with thy love,

So bind her with strong influence wholly

thine,

So strengthen thee at the springs of her fresh

life,

Till thou wax more Titanic, and expand

Thy lordly nature to new stateliness

;

Till thou redouble might, and scoff at fear,

And the arch-father of thy fear above
;

Till thou, may be, in comfortable halls,

No longer roaming under icy stars,

Titan, in vengeance eating down thy heart

;

Or toiling on the sterile lands of storm,

Knee-deep in ruins of the mountain cone,

Or tumbled fields of pine ; shalt warm at

home
Listen the light wail of the nursling child,

And hear the mother murmuring over it,

With cradle-kisses broken, songs of sleep.

And, if eternal conflict must prevail
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With thee and thine against the thunder-

kings,

Let us breed offspring, nobler yet than we,

Sustaining sterner onset ; to outpass

Our deed in larger prowess ; tear their thrones

Away, as withered branches, out of heaven

;

Efface them, and rule calmly in their seat

To teach man better comfort than their reign.

PROMETHEUS

The tune of thy word is anguish in my ear,

The taste of thy persuasion bitter lees
;

Grievous to hear at wise lips idiot sound.

Art thou too blinded of this subtle king ?

Hath he brought vapour on thy soul, and

cloud

Against thy reason ? So some witless wren

Trills with delight among the painted weed,

But overhead forgets the hawk at poise.

tremble then, ye Titans, for your house :

1 hear Zeus rouse his brothers to the field,

I see them smile as if they scented death,

I hear the grinding of their chariot-wheels.

They shall prevail, their hour is at the doors.

Yea, let them go and pluck bay-garlands

soon,
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Let glory clothe them; they have smitten

well

;

Prepare thy face, O Titan, for their heels,

Put down a patient neck for them to tread.

Ay me, the lordly race, so proud it was,

Totters before them ; scorn is rightly theirs,

Since no worm turns on earth against them

now.

And, by my soul, this shall hereafter be,

If for one shining bauble thy heart fails,

If great resolve quails under eye-delight.

Thy blind confusions cloud my plainest word;

Mine eyes as thine pronounce her beautiful;

Lovely she is and true perchance may be.

But this ' perchance' is a wide slippery word,

And in its foldings there are many deaths.

I will believe, a thing so pure with grace

Is in herself most clean of evil mind;

She knows no death in each of her sweet

hands,

Her could I love, if, over all, this stern

Supremest hate, whose eyelids vanquish sleep,

Held not its lidless watch to torture us.

If this prevail, lean mercy will be ours,

Exquisite hurting, and most cruel pain.

Therefore, who sets his face to cope with

Zeus,
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Hath slender hours of pastime, and lays by

Love that is born, as some soft flower in

dreams,

The season lily of a wintry spring ;

—

Must lay love by for ever and a day,

And childless gird him braver for the fight,

And wage securer onset ; if each child

Is a new wounding place that he must guard,

A new rift in his harness to defend

Against the subtle vengeance ; keen of eye
;

Finger on bow; crouched snake-like; arrows

near.

He too, that would not bend to save himself,

Will crawl to save his children ; let me gain

A lonely glory or a childless fall.

Therefore, I do refuse her fair and true,

False or unfalse, resign her either way.

He, who has made her in his craft, may guide

Her darkened eyes in roads where is no light,

Nor any song, but noise of smitten breasts,

Wrung hands, tear-weeping, hiss and ache

of woe.

Is she not then his instrument and blind ?

As we could train her in all gracious ways,

He will mislead her simple hands to harm,

She guileless all the while. O brother, fear

her
;
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Blind are her steps, her master terrible,

And hungry with the famine of old hate

To crush our race out in red fire and gloom.

Chorus of Nymphs.

A wild sweet star in amber folds of morn,

A violet pale in fields of twisted tares ;

The lovely queen Pandora, newly born,

Leaving her native ether unawares

And regions golden in celestial dawn,

Descends refreshing nature ; as the rain

In pale sward renders daisy faces plain,

Earth at thy coming wakens all her rills,

The fountain heads remurmur, the light wave
At the vale mouth a sweeter tribute spills ;

And, once sonorous under mountain cave,

The many winds are dead and done away

;

Or up in broken spaces of the hills,

Among the ravens and the tumbled crags,

Some breeze goes gentle as a child at play.

The lowland rapid crisp with ruffled flags,

The still tarn rippled by the marten's wing,

The fleet unresting waters of the sea,

Are shaken in the light of daedal spring.

The shadows pass away because of thee,

Pandora, crown of all created things.
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A large deep music gathers from the land ;

The gray cliff-head, the granite island spire

Tremble in lucid haze as veins of fire.

The pale waves spend their foam and push

the sand,

Furrow and whiten, shatter and retire.

Thy loveliness is as the moon's command
To sway them as she will and make them

flow

;

They are amazed at thy ethereal glow.

The fear of thy bride-beauty, and the love

That changes fear till fear grows strangely

sweet,

Make nature listen if thou dost but move,

And thrill the meadow-grasses at thy feet.

The gentian burnished as the breast of dove,

The lilies of the moorland amber-eyed,

Sigh toward thee passing ; the dew-spider

weaves

Weak webs to tangle thy bright steps aside.

The woodbine reaches ineffectual leaves.

Beautiful sister, let us come to thee
;

Fear not our worship, flee not, holy one,

Be thy sweet breath about us like the sea,

Be thy pure brow above us as the sun.

Be to us breath and ocean, light and spring,

Reward us only with thy presence, bring
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Thyself, and be the deity of these
;

Rule us and love us, and there shall not

cease,

O queen, thine adoration. Let thy hands

Be near us for our worship, and thy hair

Unfolded for our wonder ; as the sands

New washed of tide are coloured, when

waves spare

Some of their liquid glowing as they go

To leave them bright a little. But thy

face

Comes as delightful morning in its grace,

Rosy along the seas. Thou dost not know
The stint and fluctuation of the tide

;

For thou art clothed with fair on every side

;

Thou art no cloud allowed one hour to

glow,

Nay, for thy lord who stablished thee so

sweet,

Hath put all change beneath thy perfect

feet,

Hedged thee with honour excellent j made

Praise

A drudge to hew thee wood, and Love to

watch and wait,

A slave beside a lute-string, to make thee

easy ways
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Of sleep, when pastime-wearied, and bonds-

man to thy state.

Yea, and thine eyes shall see meek Love

beside thee,

And smile a little, as not over-glad,

Being too royal, with no joy denied thee,

Than to be otherwise than grandly sad.

As the gods laugh not over much, indeed

Why should they laugh, and what is worth

their weeping ?

Sweet youth fails not beneath them like a

reed,

The shadow and the shine are in their

keeping.

The large deep flows on under them, the

cloud

Is strewn along their tables, and the light

Is broad about them, when the wind is loud ;

And the deep gates of sunset in their sight

Burn with the broken day. But these

maintain

High state as always. Their hands reap and

slay

Nor render any reason. They are fain

Because their rule cannot be put away

;

Because their arrows swerve not when they

draw,
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Because their halls are winter-proof, their

hate

Mighty and fat with store of death, their law

Shod with the iron permanence of fate.

If they are vengeful, can they not repay ?

Wrathful, allow their wrath its utmost way;

The pride and pomp is theirs of idle state ;

Listless, they drowse on tinted cloud all day,

Lulled by the nations wailing as they pray ?

—

Nay, let us break our song nor think on

these.

To thee this conflict, Titan, doth belong

;

We are but weak, as ineffectual seas

That roll and spill their foam-lines all day

long-
She is as lovely, lord, as thou art strong.

To us she cometh as some strange desire

;

As a bird's voice thro' silence in the night

:

As scent of oaken woods : or perfumed fire

Floated among the pines in curling spire

:

The loosening of her ringlets is like light.

At her sweet lips refresh thy lordly might.

They shall renew thy soul with subtle power.

Turn thee, O lord, to thy desired repose

;

Time hath made ripe for thee this perfect

flower,

And folded up her fragrance like a rose.
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Arise and take thy joy and dream no wrong

;

Who shall assail thee in thy mighty hall ?

Ours let it be to sing thy nuptial song,

Until some beam auroral touch the trees,

And wake thy palace with an ouzel's call

;

And in sweet hush the perfumed wing of

morn,

From orchard breadths and lawns of budded

thorn,

Arrive on amber cloud and shaken breeze.
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AN AUTUMN SERENADE

Before the tears of autumn shed

All leaves away at winter's door,

My queen, across the foliage tread

Of yellow gusty woodland floor

;

And watch the squirrel overhead

In stones of her pine-trees hoar.

When only redbreast chirps thee on,

And fingered chestnut leaves are cast

;

And gaudy greenwood gathers wan
On lime and beech, and sickens fast

;

And acorns thicken paths upon,

And shrewmice treasure winter mast.

When plovers tremble up to cloud,

And starling legions whirl apace
;

And restless redwings chattering loud

Are over every fallow's face

;

And barren branches like a shroud

Blacken the sun-way's interspace.
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The winds, all summer idly dead,

Give prelude to their winter tune.

Gray Hoar-frost hears them, from his bed

Lays out white hands, and wakens soon.

He laughs as soughing elm-trees shed

Old homes of breeding rooks in June.
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. LOVE GROWN OLD

I cannot kiss thee as I used to kiss

;

Time, who is lord of love, must answer this.

Shall I believe thine eyes are grown less

sweet ?

Nay, but my life-blood fails on heavier feet.

Time goes, old girl, time goes.

I cannot hold as once I held your hand
;

Youth is a tree whose leaves fall light as sand.

Hast thou known many trees that shed them

so ?

Ay me, sweetheart, I know, ay me, I know.

Time goes, my bird, time goes.

I cannot love thee as I used to love.

Age comes, and little Love takes flight above.

If our eyes fail, have his the deeper glow ?

I do not know, sweetheart, I do not know.

Time goes, old girl, time goes.
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Why, the gold cloud grows leaden, as the eve

Deepens, and one by one its glories leave.

And, if you press me, dear, why this is so,

That this is worth a tear is all I know.

Time flows and rows and goes.

In that old day the subtle child-god came

;

Meek were his eyelids, but his eyeballs flame,

With sandals of desire his light feet shod,

With eyes and breath of fire a perfect god

He rose, my girl, he rose.

He went, my girl, and raised your hand and

sighed,

c Would that my spirit always could abide.'

And whispered, 'Go your ways, and play your

day,

Would I were god of time, but my brief

sway

Is briefer than a rose.'

Old wife, old love, there is a something yet

That makes amends, tho' all the glory set

;

The after-love that holds thee trebly mine,

Tho' thy lips fade, my dove, and we decline,

And time, dear heart, still goes.
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BE WISE IN TIME

Dispose thy loves in realms of mellow

flowers ;

Truth is not fooled to make his stay with

thee.

Thy faith is but the burnish of the hours,

And Freedom is a nobler thing than love,

So let me be

Free as the cloud or river to remove.

Bud of the rose, with bright untruthful eyes,

Time, once thy slave, shall be thy master

soon,

To quench the music of thy dove replies,

Gentle as sleep : and jar to barren string

The tender tune

Thy lips could murmur like the gales of

spring.
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Be not a siren throned upon the dust

Of the dead victims of thy love desire.

Exchange thy tinsel oaths for honest trust

:

Be rock, not wave. For Fate has hoard of

days

To taint and tire

The sweetest blossom of the meadow ways.
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A MADRIGAL

LOVE GIVES ALL AWAY

c And what is Love by nature ?
T

My pretty true-love sighs.

And I reply, in feature

A child with pensive eyes,

An infant forehead shaded

With many ringlet rings,

And pearly shoulders faded

In the colour of his wings.

His ways are those of children

Who come to be caressed

;

Or as a little wild wren,

Who fears to leave her nest,

—
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He is shy ; if one shall beckon,

He hides, will not obey ;

He spends, and will not reckon,

For Love gives all away.

He hoards to lavish only,

And lives in miser way.

Now hermit-like is lonely,

Now gallant-like is gay.

His palm is always tender
;

His eyes are rainy gray.

His wage-return is slender,

For Love gives all away.

His aspect as he muses,

Is paler than the dead.

He weeps more when he loses,

Than he laughs when he is fed.

Love at a touch will falter,

Love at a nod will stay.

But armies cannot alter

One hair-breadth of his way.
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He trembles at a rose-leaf,

And rushes on a spear.

A thorn-prick and he shows grief,

But Death he cannot fear.

The tyrant may not quench him,

He laughs at prison bars ;

The water-floods may drench him,

The fire may give him scars.

Though thou lay chain and fetter

On ankle, wrist, and hands,

He will not serve thee better,

But soar to unknown lands.

He follows shadow faces

Into grave-yards unawares.

He reaps in sterile places,

And brings home sheaves of tares.

One tear will heal his anger j

He will wait and watch all day

;

He scoffs at toil and danger,

His last crust gives away.
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He will strip off his raiment

To make his dear one gay,

And will laugh at any payment,

Having given all away.

When care his heart engages,

And his rose-leaf gathers gray,

He will claim a kiss for wages,

And demand a smile for pay.
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A FROSTY DAY

Grass afield wears silver thatch.

Palings all are edged with rime.

Frost-flowers pattern round the latch.

Cloud nor breeze dissolve the clime

;

When the waves are solid floor,

And the clods are iron-bound,

And the boughs are crystall'd hoar,

And the red leaf nailed a-ground.

When the fieldfare's flight is slow,

And a rosy vapour rim,

Now the sun is small and low,

Belts along the region dim.
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A FROSTY DAY

When the ice-crack flies and flaws,

Shore to shore, with thunder shock,

Deeper than the evening daws,

Clearer than the village clock.

When the rusty blackbird strips,

Bunch by bunch, the coral thorn.

And the pale day-crescent dips,

New to heaven, a slender horn.
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ODE TO PAN

The daedal and delightful earth,

Who may declare the secret of her birth ?

In wonder and the mist of days,

Between gray heaven and glancing main,

The ancient powers in mystic ways,

They bound her with a giant chain.

So that she always might remain

Term to the wasted stars, eye to the risen

rays.

They set around her, as a raiment, sea,

And vestured her about with shining

cloud,

That softened all its domes continually,

As to a music, when the wind grew loud.

They ringed the giant mountains firm as

death
;
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Flake after flake upon them came the snows,

Till spring was warming underneath

Their hoarded silence into vernal glows.

How then it snapt like a chain from its

sleeping,

Fountain on fountain, with sound thro' the

hills,

Trembling, exuberant, gleaming and leaping,

Wrestle and trouble of down-going rills.

The shivering forests hearkened, and they

cried

To the warm vernal current in delight,

—

c Our tendril roots are cold, our branches

dried,

Sweetest child of the hill, give us wave warm
as light

;

Lap and bathe, drench us thro' down our dry

torrent seams

With coiling enormous sweet limitless

streams.'

Let the great light be on us like music from

thy lips,

O Spring divine ;

Light and water flooding down with sound
;

On oak and pine,

Smite the gray frozen branches, until their

perished tips
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Rush out in crumpled leaflets at a bound.

Let the pale resinous ends throb with the

bud within,

So shall the wood lead out, with a song and

a musical din,

The tender green of its larches, light as a

vapour thin.

So grandly then the forest music runs,

As the great world goes on and takes no

fear,

Guarded of giant stars and planet suns

Into her burning daylight of the year.

The world is weary with her wintry night

:

She sighs for Summer, which is nature's

day.

Spring sits and shivers at the porch of light

:

April goes weeping on her road to May.

Lonely of man stood Nature at her prime
;

About her woods there was no human tone,

The melody of birds at morning time

Praising the gods alone.

Then on the bosom of the earth arose

Man, god's ploughman of the soil

;

They gave him brain to understand his

woes,
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And made his palms strong for perpetual

toil,

But taught him theirs were stronger than his

own ;

Tho' he lift hands and moan,

They were his lords ; and lords must ever be

Almighty, tho' they needed his bent knee,

The incense of his wonder given in tears ;

How should omnipotence or ageless years

Avail the anarchs, with none weaker nigh

To feel amazement at their deity ?

With only brother gods as strong and great

To watch and marvel none, how should a

god create ?

And yet these men they planted there to raise,

Up to a cold perfection out of reach,

The tribute hymn in season to their praise

With rich blood often of slain tender beast

—

These men grew mutinous whom they would

teach,

And questioned with their souls, ( the great

are least

And these our lords our henchmen ; in that

they

Rule not themselves, are frail in earthly

way,

Hate to do justice, drowse at lustful feast

;
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Are these the rulers that we can obey ?
'

Then in a laughter turned their eyes away,

And crowned their Reason for a god and

great,

Which all celestials chiefly loathe and hate.

Therefore, mysterious omen, floating flame,

And nightly portent ringed with starry fire,

Dismayed the roaming, tribeless, kingless race,

Who builded god in thought to their desire.

Until the golden-locked one, Themis, came

And taught them ritual, mercy, justice, grace,

And many an old forgotten phrase

Of orphic hymn, age-altered yet the same ;

And choral flutings and well-kneaded cakes

To Pan the bud-expander, who awakes

Nature, and is a god in nature's core

Seated, and one with nature evermore.

Pan is no cloudy ruler in dim haze,

No king of air-belts delicate afar,

But in the ripening slips, and tangled ways

Of the blue cork-woods where the goat-herds

are.

And we may find him by the bulrush pits,

Where the hot oxen chin-deep soaking lie •,

Or in the mulberry orchard grass he sits

With milky kex and marrowy hemlocks

nigh;
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Where silken floating under-darnels tie

And mat the herbage of the summer floor.

A god he is, this Pan, content to dwell

Among us, nor disdains the damp and hot

wood-smell,

He is a god and more.

He loves the flaky boles of peeling pines

Red as the sand ; he loves the languid vines,

As the fruit darkens in their drooping leaves;

The crumpled poppies garnered among

sheaves

Soften his eyes with colour as of dreams.

The first few crisping leaf-falls on his ear

Herald the wasting year.

He feels the ivies push their stem-feet up

Against the beech-bole all in seams between,

And, last of flowers, expand each rounded

cup

Budding on winter's edge in mealy green.

Pan too will watch, in open glare unseen,

The quiet locust seething in the blaze

Upon the vine-leaves of the quarry ways.

By broken margins seated of the main,

The dog-troop's sour sharp yelping he will

hear,
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As they go flushing up gull, heron, crane,

And noisy at some stranded carcase tear.

Pan sees some maiden bloom with shining

hair,

Descending slowly from a temple porch,

Her sandals come in flashes like a torch,

Bound on some service to the image there ;

Leaning she holds the myrtle bushes near,

And rinses from the lowest marble stair

Her sacrificial urn in currents clear.

Ay, and this Pan will watch the tillage

yield,

The mastich coppice and the millet field

:

The brown rough-bearded bondsman sits

thereby

To hasten with long goad and urgent cry

The oxen treading barley round and round.

He scoops with eager finger for his meat

A pulpy-headed gourd, and to the ground

Tosses the rind, and watchful from his seat

Cries to his oxen lest they slacken pace.

These sights doth Pan consider, day by

day,

Labour that runs and Bliss that lags behind,

And the slow-ripened fruit of vain desire,

Bitter in taste but rosy on the rind :

Toil, human woes, disease, confusions blind,
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Whereby the new gods bend men to obey,

And give them hands of lead and brains of

fire

;

And crush them with the heel of iron sway,

And weaken them with labour, lest they

rise,

In Titan fashion proud against the skies.
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DITHYRAMB

Sunbright ale is royal food.

Jarring cups disloyal feud.

I will cheer my soaking mood
Till the orchards reel.

Brews good ale is no dispraise

To our green or grizzled days 3

He who sets his cheek in wine

Vassals not despair.

He who sets his lips in ale

Keeps his legs where many fail,

Takes his fortunes at their best

Foul or fickle-fair.
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Merry sets his mellow life,

Who, when rusty shocks are rife,

Whistles off his weary load

Wearing to each year.

Sours he not with friendship's treason,

Or some sweet love strange in season,

Ripe in manhood, ripe in heart,

Whole and sound and clear.
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THE BIRD OF MY LOVE

Thou wilt not hearken, though I weep

Hot tears against thy folded hands ;

Though Love, this exile bird we keep,

Sits pining for his radiant lands
;

Sick of some tiny fleck or mote,

He never sings us now a single note.

He hangs his head, his eyelids close,

The gloss is faded on his wing

;

So broken down he seems with woes,

He may not pipe us anything.

I call ; his pale lips quiver loth ;

Is then his song all over for us both ?

Thy captive, his were early chains,

The noose was laid of woven hairs ;

Thy tame bird, he would count the grains

Thy pity gave him unawares.

He was bound in with golden bars,

Till he forgot the weather and the stars.
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All day he saw thee near his cage

;

To watch thee, moving or in rest,

Became the poor bird's only wage ;

When thy hand fed him he was best.

He gave thee every note and trill,

And piped his little welcome with a will.

And so he sang till yesterday,

—

Came to the bars with many a bend
;

His music made the old soft way,

Till sleep fell on him, and the end.

Laid in his sand now, cold and gray,

Interpret me his latest honey-lay.

I think he sang, c
I am only thine,

I am broken if thou leavest me ;

I faint if thou art gone, divine,

This is no prison if near thee.

My heart floods out to thee in song,

And in thy smile my melody is strong.'

4 Take freedom, God's own gift on all,

—

Remove Heaven's joy and leave me none

;

Take Light, Life's highest festival,

And leave me blind beneath the sun

To do thy bidding, sweet, all day

:

Take all except thy dearest self away.'
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We kept him caged, and he is dead.

We did unwisely doing so

:

Between his prison wires was shed

A meadow breath, which laid him low.

He loved thee much but pined unseen,

And brake his heart when woods grew tender

green.

Love is thy cage-bird, like to die

;

He mopes, is weary, must begone ;

He finds no favour in thine eye,

Or answer in thine altered tone.

Thy god will pine as pined the bird,

—

Each gave free heaven away for thy sweet

word.

O changeful queen of many wiles,

Why lure and tend me for a whim,

And waste thy hundred pretty smiles

A season, till the love grows dim

Between thy rose lips unawares ?

Fickle, they change. Unaltered I am theirs.

Doth all love end in weariness ?

The music falters in his string

;

The arms grow faint in their caress,

Which bound me like a marriage ring.
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What have I failed in then, my sweet,

That I must weep for pity at thy feet ?

At light offence Love opens wing,

For sorry reason he will go
;

At straws, which casual breezes fling

Against his feet, his angers glow.

In all my thought I cannot touch

One crime, save loving thee, my love, too

much.

Bid me begone, but tell me why,

That I may mend what is amiss.

Love, I am patient ; earnestly

I will search out and alter this.

Reprove, and I will earn new praise,

Increasing due observance of Love's

ways.

Thy frown is like a winter house,

Laid eastward in a bitter land

;

Whose roads are full of broken boughs,

And rough in ruts of snow and sand :

In white chains hangs the spider's woof,

Where keen winds freeze in ice-teeth at my
roof.
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There heaven is stayed from dew, and dry

The ice-sheet saws upon the reeds.

The wind is up with a wailing cry,

The deep has wrought and flung its weeds.

The blotted sun went long ago,

And the stained clifFs are keen in furrowed

snow.

I have been weary with such days

;

Let this gray change to rose again.

Indeed, but it shall dim thy praise

To leave me out in sweeping rain.

My spring waits only thy command,

The seasons of my soul are in thy hand.

The iron day declines. The flower

Returns in seams of mountain gray ;

Fresh leaves adorn the faded bower

;

And Spring, who gave his lute away,

Above blue bands of wintry night

Arises in a fan of blinding light

!
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CARPE DIEM

True love of the rosy cheek,

You have played at hide and seek,

Thro' the tender childish years

That knew no dear unrest.

Light of light and love of love

From your eyes as sunbeams move
;

Sweet in laughter, sweet in tears,

But your tears are best.

Cold at first and hardly kind,

Fearing what you came to find ;

New born fancies, half born fears,

Longings ill-confessed.

Now the lover's suit is done,

And the golden goal is won :

What tho' weeping ripe, my girl,

Smile thro' rainy eyes.
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Be my goddess, be my prayer

:

Be my saint, serene and fair,

Seated in a shrine of pearl

Incensed by my sighs.

Love me : spring goes : every hour

Beats out petals of life's flower.

What, dear heart, if love be shed

Under foot as soon ?

Shall the rolling month lay mute

Honey word and tender suit ?

Shall the discord of the dead

Alter all love's tune ?

Ah, we know not; but indeed

It may sweeten true Love's need,

Hearing near a phantom tread,

Black in golden noon.
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DAPHNE
The floating Moon went down the tract of

night ;

The rosiness of sunset yellowed down
Into a lighted argent at the roots

Of the soft clouds that bore her. All day

long

In devious forest, grove, and fountain side

The God had sought his Daphne. The
sweet light

Had left him in his searching, but desire

Immortal held all slumber from his brain,

And drave him like a restless dream among
The pale and sylvan valleys. Here each

branch

Swayed with a glitter all its crowded leaves,

And brushed the soft divine hair touching

them

In ruffled clusters, as Apollo strode

Among the foliage.
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Suddenly the Moon
Smoothed herself out of vapour-drift, and

made

The deep night full of pleasure in the eye

Of her sweet motion. Not alone she came

Leading the starlight with her like a song

;

And not a bud of all that undergrowth

But crisped, and tingled out an ardent edge

As the light steeped it ; over whose massed

leaves

The portals of illimitable sleep

Faded in heaven. The chambers of the

dawn
Lay lordless yet, and, till the prime beam,

gray.

As some cloud-vapour caught among the

pines,

Alone in dim white shadow Phoebus went

To seek her : only on his lip and brows

Descended glory ; otherwise the God,

His noble limbs marbled in moonlight, came,

While on the crag-face infinite blue pines

Crowded the vales, and, seeming in the

mist

Themselves as vapour, faded tier on tier.

And, as he wandered, from the lips divine
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Came this complaining of the love-lorn

God:—
' Beautiful Daphne, eagle bird of the hills ;

O lovely Daphne, sleek and slender fawn
;

The wild bee hides her store among the

rocks,

Thou hidest up thy beauty in these hills ;

Why in the wasting of the mountain side

Dost thou delight, my darling, still to cower

Behind gray boulders ? As the slender fern

Draws in its feathery tresses underneath

Some fountain slab, and trembles half the day

At each vale whisper. O my little neat

And twinkling mountain lizard, rustling in

Between the shadows, nestling a bright side
;

A moment shining out into the light,

Gone like a flash. My silent dove of the

woods,

Thou fearest lest thy song reveal thy nest.

Thou tremblest as a dewdrop at my tread.

Is my glance deadly, and my love unkind ?

That thou wilt never set thy fugitive cheek

Against my lips an instant, till my breath

Revive thee ; till thy timid eyes look up

And smile unwilling love to my desire.

There is not any fear in loving ways ;

Be comforted, thou restless little one.
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Let me approach thee, and thy life shall find

Its music ; and a sudden land of flowers

Shall lift itself around thee, fleecy-deep,

And veiling heaven out in exuberant

Curtains of bloom.'
c Divine one, thy child days

Are gone, their pretty echoes broken all

;

More is the music of the hours that grow,

Clothed with sweet sound and mellow chords

of fire

;

The lyric words are older than the gods,

Coeval with the fruitful patient earth,

Mother of many children. O my nymph,

I dwelt alone in glory, crowned with light

;

For thee I have forgot my radiant throne.

The cloudy plains are weary to my feet,

The nectar cup is bitter to my mouth ;

A god, I languish, broken with desire,

A king, I pine, bound of a mightier one.

Veiling my golden brows in earthly gloom,

Here, as a mist, I wander all night long,

Until the dawning with a gush of fire

Make blow the little winds and shake the

meres.'
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RURAL EVENING

The whip cracks on the plough-team's flank,

The thresher's flail beats duller.

The round of day has warmed a bank

Of cloud to primrose colour.

The dairy girls cry home the kine,

The kine in answer lowing

;

And rough-haired louts with sleepy shouts

Keep crows whence seed is growing.

The creaking wain, brushed through the lane,

Hangs straws on hedges narrow

;

And smoothly cleaves the soughing plough,

And harsher grinds the harrow.

Comes, from the road-side inn caught up,

A brawl of crowded laughter,

Thro' falling brooks and cawing rooks

And a fiddle scrambling after.
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THE POWER OF INTERVAL

A fair girl tripping out to meet her love,

Trimmed in her best, fresh as a clover bud.

An old crone leaning at an ember'd fire,

Short-breath'd in sighs and moaning to

herself

—

And all the interval of stealing years

To make that this, and one by one detach

Some excellent condition ; till Despair

Faint at the vision, sadly, fiercely blinds

Her burning eyes on her forgetful hands.
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A RENUNCIATION

Light of love and cold of brain,

Shall I trust thy tears,

Linking hand on hand again ?

In untutor'd years,

Ah, but this was sweet.

Ripe lips are not venom-free,

Gentle eyes, nor virgin zone.

Thy snow-tint that dazzled me,

Snows that cover stone.

Peace, have done, 'tis well.

Light thy lamp of fen-fire love ;

There are fools will drown

:

Me its ray shall never move
;

I have sat me down.

Let the times roll round.
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Weary of thy glossy smile,

Sick of broken trust,

Shall I barter love for guile,

Pearl for painted dust ?

I have done with thee.

Plough the rock and reap the sand,

Wear thy sickly smiles for gain,

Blight the lips that touch thy hand,

Till thy withered lips in vain

Lisp unheeded lies.
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AURORA
By the primrose bank and meadow,

Rippling curls, rare feet in shadow,

Whither, sweet, away ?

Listen, rise and follow lightly,

Wind the fluttering fingers tightly

;

Greet thee, love, to-day.

Young and lonely keep no measure.

Mint of youth is current treasure,

Age but dross and scorn.

Many sweet mouths are not tasted,

Sweetest kisses won and wasted,

Hour and year forsworn.

When the ripe hour whispers 'reap,'

Turning towards that loveless sleep

Who would sourly say,

Fresh cheeks wear not weeping stain.

Love is spoil, and wedded pain

Taint their rose away !
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Answer, love, c though love's best sweet,

Like an angel's glorious feet,

Flash and pass no more,'

—

Answer, sweet, c love may not last,

But the perfume of its past

Lives in riper store.'

Wavering sets the longest noon :

Winter crowns the fiercest June,

Summer melts the snow.

Eyes can answer, hands as well,

Rusting years unlearn their spell

:

Answer, dearest, so

—

Fortune plays not twice the giver

:

Leave it once and lose it ever.

As we speak 'tis flown.

Grasp it with no palsied hand,

Bend the years at thy command,

Now and thrice thine own.
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SLEEP AND SUNSET

Wait—ay, the hours bring night and night

brings morn,

The old wheel forces on the waning day.

Wait, till the pale to-morrow shall be born,

As little gracious, and in turn decay.

Rest is a cloud above the evening sun

That sees him set, nor fails in steadfast

sphere

;

Peace is a moon that when the stars are done

Without a twinkle sleeps upon a mere.

Death is the mother and the queen of Peace,

Against whose breast each little wayward

child,

Who never rested yet on alien knees,

Feels her his own and ere he slumbers

smiles.
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A PASTORAL
(VENETIAN SCHOOL)

Arcadian spaces of great grass arise \

Crisp lambs are merry : hoary vales are

laid,

Studded with roe-deer and wild strawberries \

In one a shepherd tabours near a maid

;

Who teazes at the button of his cloak,

Where rarely underneath them grows the

herb

;

A squirrel eyes the lovers from an oak,

And speckled horses pasture without curb

In a fair meadow set with tulip-heads.

A water-mill rolls little crested falls

Of olive torrent, broken in gray threads.

A grave-yard crowds black crosses in square

walls.
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And up behind in a still orchard close

The apples ripen, crushing down the trees,

In millions, russet-green and amber-rose,

Fit for the gardens of the Hesperides.

Such colour as the morning brings the skies,

Such mirage as our dreams in childhood

gave,

Infinite cadence of ethereal dyes,

The radiance of a rainbow-burnished wave.

Quaint pastoral Arcadia, where are set

Thy rainy lands and reddish underwoods ?

Earth has not held thy fabled sunsets yet,

Though lovers build their palace on thy

roods.
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If in this church-yard's crowded round

The letters on this simple stone

Seem common tale of burial ground,

Why pause so long before this one,

Bearing, you see, a maiden's name

And years that show she died when young ?

A thousand grave-stones tell the same

In peace our rural vales among.

Shall I claim special emphasis

Of pain beyond my neighbour's share ?

My love, and is it come to this,

Men say that I no longer care ?

c So fails,' they sneer, c this noisy woe
That would reprove our calmer grief.

He made us sick with all the show

Of his despair. He must be chief
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c And lord above all grief before ;

His finer feelings, sole of men,

Could wring out sorrow to the core :

Such ostentatious tears, and then,

' He dries them soon enough ; behold,

He 's much as others ; only, say,

From dulness now his manner 's cold :

He always had a sullen way.

c He soon would wed, could one be found

To take her chance with him so gray,

But not a maid, the township round,

Would care to name the nuptial day.'

Ay me, to vex my soul with lies.

The fools may cackle as they will

;

In every narrow huckster's eyes

Convention sways this planet still.

Thou seest clear at least, mine own,

Thou knowest, is my sorrow done ?

So my thought reach thee near the throne

That lends his brightness to the sun.
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My heart within me frets and burns

This mill-wheel round of time to bear.

My spirit from old habit turns

To where thou wert ; a void is there.

I take my laugh and bear a hand

In all the busy neighbours strive

;

Ah, could they come to understand,

The heart is dead, the man alive.

A dreamy life without a will,

I move as friends would have me go.

I hardly heed, if yonder hill

Be gentian-clad or crisp with snow.

Rock on through space, thou weary globe,

Let each month wake her sister flower.

Night is around me like a robe

:

The throstle's song is harsh and sour.

I brood thro* all the light, and wait

Thro' all the darkness : wait ? for whom ?

I watch for something sure as fate :

I hear its footsteps near in gloom.
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I know it comes and it will come.

Ay me, why must I watch so long ?

The slow clouds crumble, dome on dome,

And change their colours ; like a song

Note-changing ripples into new.

Would clouds dissolve, and show thy face

In chasms of eternal blue,

Ringed with the radiant morning's grace !

Thy face I cannot call at will,

But casual looks of mart and street

I can depict with faithful skill,

Tho' these I hardly know to greet.

As words lose meaning often said,

Confused thy gracious image lies

Too often dwelt upon. Instead,

A fragment cheats my longing eyes.

I 've dried my tears, as gossips say

;

And shall be merry then, they know.

My trivial tears are done away,

Precursors to the deeper woe.
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THE NYMPH'S PROTEST

Why art thou fallen, sacred earthborn

might,

Craft of the noblest, wherefore hast thou

failed ?

The earthborn Titans fell ; and Nature's

voice

In branch and cavern, reed and water sound,

Fell wailing in the new supremacy.

While he, the tyrant, in his glory-seat

Wiped the red death exultant from his blade,

And turned him to his golden rest again.

But a disdainful Ate-vengeance came,

And floated like a dream about his halls

On to the amber tables and the rest

Of that Elysian feasting ; as it neared,

His brother gods pushed back their goblet

rims,
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And shuddered by their wine with joyless

eyes.

That presence with pale brows, impalpable,

Could brave them in their central citadel

Above the cloud-rack in the belted rose

And orange vapours, so that even gods

With livid lips sate loathing food divine.

But she, the curse of Ate, came not on

Near those soft-bosomed meadows, where

the race

Of heroes in conclusion grandly calm

Eternally repose in ageless flowers.

O sister nymphs, our Titan sires are low.

They are smitten down beneath the tyrants

wheels.

They are chained throneless in the barren

dark

;

Could our love raise them, could our worship

send

One, least of all these comfortable rays,

That glide about the world and cherish it,

To reach their prison places ! Could they

hear

So very far the voices of our love

!
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Uncrowned, dishonoured, out of hope,

dethroned,

They are our gods or none.

Deck out thy heaven

With rainbow gleams, thou tyrant ; build thy

rest

Securely : bid the scented asphodel

Sweeten thy lands where winter slays no seed;

Make glorious all thy precinct floor with

bloom.

Thou canst not be the master of that fear,

Coeval with thy reigning, which shall wound
Thy feet on thorns amid the heavenly

flowers.
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SPRING FLOWERS

The crocus, snow-drop, primrose, violet,

Outrun their tardy brethren to foretell

The icy tyrant's limit and the swell

Of buds in green dilation sudden-set,

Between the forest ways in arching net,

Thrilled with the eloquence of secret throats,

Vocal by long suspense, in tremulous notes

Calling electric spring. She nebulous yet

Steams up, a sleepy vapour, from the rills,

Soughing their ice like broken glass aside

Under the warm wind's mouth. Not less

her craft

Strives at the heart of frozen loams, and fills

The pores of nature with her plastic tide

From the Alp blossom to the miner's shaft.
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Porphyry beams dull-rosy in their light,

With architraves of alabaster cold,

And column-heads expanding into slight

Long arabesques of intertwisting gold.

Around the ceiling runs the giant war

;

And Jove in lurid halo : all his hand,

Poising to hurl Enceladus afar,

Red with the ruin of the Titan band.

So stately is the chamber, where a king,

Feeble, in dim eclipse of human power,

Lies with dull orbs or slowly widening

Eyelids, to stare away the vacant hour.

O faded eyes untouched with royal light,

Lean lips without desire ofwine or bread

;

O silent features folded with the night

Wherein is no man's deed remembered.
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Thy gold is changed to dross, thy rose to

weed;

Thy raiment is the grave's sepulchral

sheet

:

They push thee where no lute shall praise thy

deed,

They fold thy yellow hands and parchment

feet.

In silk and silver blue thy reign begins :

Thine end is sore ; and surely stricken

worse

Than that goat limping to the sea of sins,

Sick with the burthen of a nation's curse.

And this disdain is fallen to thy last days,

—

Who wast alone for glory, with thy throne

Built as a rock in sides of pleasant ways

—

That all men tire of thee and wish thee

gone.

Therefore, I hold the dead are more than

kings

:

They are not cold or hungry or dismayed.

They dwell together where no morning

springs,

They waken to no toil ; and are not paid
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At even-tide with wage. No maiden's word

Hath given them mirth. At no lord's

yoke they weep.

The song of love their silence never heard.

Their feet are tangled in deep nets of sleep.

God hath discarded them as broken things ;

They shall not hear, descending from his

throne,

Some angel with great amber sweep of

wings.

He hath chidden them out as abjects from

his own.

Yea, earth is weary that they were at all,

And hides them deep in some neglected

place

;

Where pale grass hangs above them like a

pall,

And ivy splits the escutcheons of their race.

Therefore, old king, thy bed shall be seven-

fold

More bitter, strewn with theirs ; because

thou must

For all thy beaming gates and treasure hold

Gain at God's hand some inches of red dust.
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Yea, as dry boughs of some dismembered

tree,

Numb from thy nape to thy heels buskin-

shod,

Thy shrouded limbs and side-bound hands

shall be

Crushed down in darkness from the face of

God.

Yea, that white fluttered seraph choir of his

Hate thy lean bones as terrors \ ay, they

dread

To unbind the banded jaws, and eye-places

Where the balls wither inward at the

head.

And, ere this come, such toil of heavy

breath,

By this old royal phantom, runs to worse

Than yon gaunt image of sepulchral death.

Life is a garment burning like a curse,

When weary pulses flicker with disease,

And Pain draws Reason tortured from his

seat

:

To anguish and an age of maladies

Is not the grave a rest supremely sweet ?
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Better to sleep in barrows, where young

lambs

Feed and repose in daisies o'er the dead

;

Where, moving with a chime of necks, their

dams

Graze round the belfry silent overhead.

Where in among the fleeces of the sheep,

Like small and burnished rooks, the

starlings call,

Between black crosses in the field of sleep,

And make the mild spring weather musical.

Leave this bright dream ; return, with bated

breath,

Enter the shrouded palace where he lies

;

Say, can the splendid precinct of his death

Like one field daisy soothe thine aching

eyes,

Sick with all human artifice of gold ?

The need of nature deepens in a breast

That, having laid its dead in hallowed

mould,

Loathing at fame, finds nature comfort

best.
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All things are doomed and alter from their

birth.

Man sighs at eve, who rose at morn to

sing.

Gaze on this couch, and answer j is it worth

A loaf, a leaf, one feather to be king ?

Sour iEsculapian vultures o'er thee stoop,

And heirs with greedy eyes peruse thy

bed.

And itching fingers feel each signet hoop,

And eager chins examine, c Is he dead ?

'

He is not dead, if one lean lifted hand

Redeem him from thy nations, king of

sleep

—

As some brown sea-weed on the margin

strand,

Torn from the inmost gardens of the deep,

Attains with earthly flowers no root or rest,

But lies and festers among sand and

surge ;

The hollow breakers hither heave and crest,

There haggard darnels taste the east wind's

scourge.
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Life in blue armour, crowned with ardent

hair,

Hath scorned this outworn wreck of

human breath,

And flung him forth beyond her temple stair

To wait the rising of the floods of death.

He is dying out, tho' under stately fanes

The arch-priest wrestles for his monarch

still,

In organ-litanies ; he is faint and wanes ;

He is meaner than the lizard on the hill,

Who sniffs the early air with lithe gray

throat.

Whose wild eyes taste the increase of the

morn,

What time her olive interspaces float

In veins of ardent amber newly born.

God folds away his night and calls the red :

The creeping thing hath pleasure in his

deed.

In these dim eyes, where reason's light is

dead,

The rosebud is one colour with the reed.
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Mock him with sounding pomp no more. In

vain

Number to him the nations, where he is

By name as god incarnate. Ah, refrain

The ironv of bending knees to t

The weary sunbeams crawl themselves av.

The walls are laned with shadow in the

moon.

He is almost gone each turn of night and

day.

He wanes from swoon to sleep, from sleep

to swoon.

And scribes are busy in great parchment

scrolls

To set his acts and annals chronicled
;

And paint large letters all along the rol

Gold for his glorv, for his warfare red.

Into the sun-death raught his empire bounds
;

Far to his footstool from the dawning

place

Came orient kings to watch his eves, as

hounds

Who whimper chidden before a master's

face.
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To the firm west he flung a blast of war,

On the light east he strengthened his

array

;

£ All men are foes, who yet unconquered

are,

My faulchion holds a rebel world at

bay.'

He cried, almighty in his silver hall

;

Peace knew his smile, his frown concluded

death.

At his approach the watch-tower on the

wall

Trembled, the rampart melted at his

breath.

In virgin waves his mariners held oars,

His merchants traded in secluded fairs.

Strange Triton gods beheld thro' temple

doors

His sails, as floated sea-birds, unawares.

His multitude of rowing sailors sate

Strong-handed at their benches. The
black deep

In bitter furrows hoarse against them. Fate

Ready to whelm them in each water-heap.
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Yet in the teeth of death with wrist and palm

They pushed a passage on. The blind

wind died

Vexed at their masterdom. The surf ran

calm,

Or washed faint edges on the galley's side.

Till where the hungry deep wrought yester-

day

Are laid its morsels : violet water-shells,

And starry orange creatures of the spray,

And leathery bladder-weeds with egg-like

cells ;

And washed mosaics out of wave-worn

floor,

And limpet shells unanchored from rock-

root,

With small dried rearing horseheads of the

shore,

By prickly balls of sea like chestnut fruit

;

And drifts of nether ocean rough in thorn

—

All sea-wrack wafted harvest, lord, for

thee.

The villagers gleaned coral-branches torn

In far deeps from the rosy mother tree.
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They sought sweet calamus in reedy wands,

And capes with spice-trees under their

ravines

;

And orchard havens up in austere lands

To bring choice berries to delight thy

queens.

Strange oil they brought thee from no olive

tree

;

Where float the frozen islands thou didst

man
Thy boats to row Cimmerian glooms of sea,

And fling the barb against leviathan.

And from secluded gardens of the east,

They found thee singing children, blue at

eyes,

Bright as the rain is, beautiful ; the least

Among them worth a city's ransom price.

They bought sleek girls with silver to thy

will,

And thou didst take thy joy with each of

these.

Their voices were as some low chiming rill,

Their stature as a hedge of almond trees.
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And red-gray fisher cities, terraced in

With bushes on some broken headland's

face,

Drew down each dawn their grating keels to

win

The shell reserved for princes and their

race.

So thou didst bathe thy mantle in its dyes

;

The bearded murex for thy purple bled :

Thou satest sanguine as the morning skies,

With bands of burning jewels on thy

head.

So some were almost slain to gaze on

thee

In thy full royalty and glory seat.

Strong men, in spirit melting utterly,

Beheld with failing knees and feeble feet.

So like a moon thy soul shone lifted up,

By reason of thy worship, and it said,

—

c The incense of a world perfumes my
cup,

The wheat of empires ambers for my
bread.
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x God hath set morning lights for me in

heaven

To quicken my uprising ; he unbinds

The sweet rain in my homage : mine the

seven

Great northern stars, mine the four region

winds.

* I yoke all nations on my wagon wheel

;

All fruit of earth is mine ; all bales as

well

The strong ships carry ; all thou dost conceal

Their gray gigantic sea unsearchable.

c All toil and increase to my feet are brought;

My palace is a cage, where each delight

Dwells ; as a bright bird hunted down and

caught

To sleek her pretty feathers in my sight.

c Against the ruddy lamp of my renown,

As some great Pharos light in stormy

heaven,

The lesser princedoms shatter wildly blown,

And rend their helmless realms, as foam is

riven.
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C
I am set for God, to rivet or unwind,

To establish or remove at my decree.

I alter and abolish, break or bind

;

Shall any power perplex my deity ?

c
I am for ever ; no decay makes wan
The eternal crown that gleams against my

brow.

Death is my bondsman, Pain my wage-woman,

Age is at league with me.' Behold thee

now !
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This is her island squared in cypress lines

;

With cedar ranks about her alley walks

Set frequent, and the faces of their boles

Are crimson, deep as sunset stains of cloud.

The floor between them, rank and overgrown,

Is tangled with luxuriant heads of bloom,

All in a mat together, mixed with sedge.

There are the bells of some wide wine-deep

flowers,

Great apple fruits and tawny orange globes

;

And bunchy cactus tipped in fire-bright buds,

Gray aloe spikes and heavy curling vines,

And speckled poison berries intertwined.

Her groves lead down upon the light free

waves ;

Here foam-heads dance and ripple into sound.

The laughter of many birds is in her elms,

Jays, owls, sea-crows, larks, lapwings,

nightingales,
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As jumbled as the flowers beneath their notes.

The Isle-grove ends abruptly on the sea,

A stranded star-fish neighbours by the sward,

Where the snail toils beneath his painted

walls.

Small seaward gusts irresolute breathe near

;

And sweeter waitings, sent from middle

brine,

Stir the deep grasses at her perfect feet,

Where Circe, shining down the gaudy

flowers,

Leans centre-light of all this paradise.

One ankle gleams against the margin turf,

Just beyond where the wave-teeth cease to

bite.

And sea-pinks grow less rosy near her feet.

But this enchantress, island-queen, herself

Bears on her head a bright tire marvellous,

And for a girdle one of many dyes

Woven and traced with curious pattern-spells.

Her face is not at first so beautiful,

That one should say, ' Fear her, she will slay

men
And draw them into deaths by her strange

ways,

And some soft snare hid under all of her.'
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We must consider well upon her face,

And then the silent beauty of it all,

Begins upon us, grows and greatens on,

Like sweet increasing music, chord on chord,

Till all our being falters overthrown ;

And she lures out our soul into her hands,

As faint and helpless as a new-born babe,

To have her way and will with all of it.

O, she, this Circe mage, is strange and great,

And deadlier than those terrible bright forms,

That beam out on us obviously divine,

And at a flash content us with their grace.

Her love eats deeper to the core of men,

Scathing and killing, fierce and unappeased ;

Until not only the divine in us,

But all the human also (which indeed

Are one, tho' this less perfect) fade and

change,

And fall corrupted into alien forms.

Till we resemble those strange-headed things,

Herded away behind her island throne,

Chimaeras, tiger-apes, and wolfish swine.
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ECHO, CLOUD, AND BREEZE

Echo, hast thou heard my love go by,

Did thy mimic voice to hers reply

From the gray cliffs of thy rocky nest ?

Streamlets tinkle at her rosy feet,

Fountains dimple back her glancing sweet,

Daisies whisper, ' take us to thy breast.'

Idle cloudlet brooding near the sun,

Float and touch the hill-crowns one by one.

Tell me, is she here or is she there ?

Bend thy melting eyes on slope and rock,

Seek her thro' the heaths, the climbing flock,

Never hast thou sought a thing so fair.

Breeze, that falling catchest on the mere,

Swallow-like to ruffle there and here

Freckling silver on the smooth dark creek,

Hast thou felt the flutter of her gown,

Caught aside one little ringlet brown,

Tasted, passing, at the dainty cheek ?
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Dear, without thee all the land is bare

:

Love, beside thee heaven itself is there :

Life and Love sit crowned in golden ease.

Death is gone for ever and a day,

Lovers walk in one perpetual May

:

Soft winds whisper in ambrosial trees.
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TJnd meiden, im enkel

Die elimah geliebten

Still redenden %'uge

Des Ahnherrn %u sekn.

Iphigenia. goethe.

The rulers of Olympus owe no bond

Of earthly kindred : in their cloudy state

They see the wrong and anguish of their

sons,

And turn the brilliance of their eyes away.

Is it in nature that a mother's soul

Forgets the child she held upon her breast ?

Can love to that same helpless little one

Be utterly abolished, when the years

Have made the fibres of those strengthless

hands

Strong with the spear ? Is human love so

vile,
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Ye gods, that ye despise it ? Do you

shrink,

Immortal fathers, by the cradle-head

To see your mighty likeness, as a babe,

Renewed in features of the helpless years ?

Is there reproach in that small wailing voice

To dash the high reserve of majesty

To mere emotion ? And these children

grow

To men with record of the godlike eyes,

And something better than the common
breed.

But can the father in his amber halls

Retain one dim least instinct towards his

own,

To let them reap and hustle with the herd ?

Is winter's interval less rough to these,

The god-begotten r Doth the sour ice rain

Flood by their vineyard scatheless ? Drought

and dust

Vex them and vex their works, as other

men's.

But those inexorable listless sires

Move round their drowsy eyes in much
disdain

Of earthward care and all vicissitude.

They see the setting and the rising stars

:
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The storm is like a distant waterfall

:

Except they listen, this they will not hear

:

Except they will, they need not watch its

wings
;

That far, far down, one blot of violet shower,

Move on the terraced islands, edged in foam,

Green bays of earth and patches of gray sea.

They slumber in their careless citadel.

The centuries are gathered to their homes

Beneath them, ancients of an ageless dawn :

The strength and beauty of impregnable

Pavilions are their haven in a calm,

Deeper than silence, avenued in stars.

They will not raise a hand for any woe.

The pestilence and agonies of earth

Dare not invade the porches of their rest

:

Only the sudden glory of a dream

Plays on the stern lip-corners like a light,

Nor turns them in their slumber on the

cloud.

Infirm am I to dream that bond or blood,

Justice or love, as tender-minded men

Use them and die, are anything to these.

Not these it angers, that their sons have

worn
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Their feature in disasters infinite,

Debasing god-resemblance fallen low

With stain of earth ; as one a captive king

Slaves in his royal garment fray'd and old.

Compassion scales not to that terrible land,

If the sons perish wailing, with a gleam

Of the cold sun-dawn on their rigid face.

They raise a heavenward arm : it falls : and

dust

Is in their fingers : answers thus the sire

:

Those lips can name their father now no

more.

These gods it moves not, that the cheeks

grow old

Which in their bloom drew down immortal

lips

To taste them, sweet as anything above

The cloud : gods changed the long monotony,

Eonian calm, and irksome eminence

For pastime : leaving desolate in heaven

Their Heres for the daughter of a day.

They scorned their empty thrones and passion-

less heights,

Weary of isolation due to gods,

To bathe in that strange river of desire :
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Which flows not from Olympus' girth of

snow,

But skirts the lowland precincts of the race,

That knows no certain morrow, cheering

these.

There is no memory in omnipotence.

They change their love-dreams as the meadows

change

Their raiment month by month. The hireling

slave

Mates with a bondsmaid longer. Human
love

Of meaner creatures is a nobler thing.

But these, when love is sated, make an end

And crush remembrance, like an evil snake,

That stings them in the asphodels of heaven ;

Where nothing comes, save that which fosters

up

Eternal sense of self-sufficiency,

Careless of past, of forward days secure.

The earthly sons of these in narrow homes

By marges of the solitary seas

Give glory to their fathers, if the earth

Ripens the seed, or rounds the grape to wine,

That they may mingle them a little cup,
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Or sheaf the threshold of the marsh for bread;

And breed in turn new offspring, handing

down
The record of their lineage, bitterly

Remembered in the dim degenerate days

;

Or serving as an ancient lullaby

To rock the cradles of an alien race.

The generations pass, the gods abide.

The beauty and perfections of the earth

Are due to silence in a little while.

And other things displace them fair as these.

The hearth is broken where the children

played :

The gradual wave is eating at the land,

The gradual river shallows up the sea.

The mounds are garnered with the bones of

men.

We creep to silence : but the eternal earth,

With all her gods about her, evermore

Sleeps into night and wakens into dawn.
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O my love, my Queen of May,
The light of youth is gone.

Thy balmy tresses gather gray,

Thy rosy lips are wan.

Will thy true eyes alter yet,

And their nuptial smile forget ?

O my love, will Time deceive,

Will he wither true Love so ?

There is more in Love, believe,

Than the silly nations know ;

More in Love, when bloom is dead,

Than the rose-wreath round his head.

O my love, and if thou need

Harbour when the north winds blow

:

If thy tender footprints bleed

On the flints among the snow

:

Love will raise a sheltered cot,

Where the ice-blast enters not.
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O my true-love, we are wise
;

When snow whitens all our land,

Underneath the cloudy skies

We will travel hand in hand :

Since we have not far to go

To our rest beyond the snow.
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THE PRODIGAL

(after albert durer)

In a strange country, father, most forlorn,

Broken with sin : for many idle days

Crowned with a chaplet of the Devil's bays :

My food the husks of swine, my raiment

torn,

I drive my weltering flock in mire at morn

To pasture acorns on the forest ways.

Alone with droning owls and bickering jays,

I herd my hogs and wind my herdsman's

horn.

The servants in thy house are clothed and fed,

Nourished with meat and strong with purple

wine.

Make me thy servant : feed me lest I die.

Naked I perish for a crust of bread,

Ragged I kneel among the troughs of swine.

Out of thy far land hear my abject cry !
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AUGURIES OF MAY

AUGURIES OF MAY

Flower upon flower expands

:

May reigns in hawthorn lands.

Gone are the saffron daughters of the

snow.

Sweet Summer tells her son

The daffodils are done :

Spring takes his mother by the hand to

go.

The sedge wren tells her note,

Dim larks in ether float,

The uprolled clouds sustain their pageant

dome.

In velvet, sunshine-fed,

Spires up the bulrush head,

Where rock the wild swans in their reedy

home.
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The lily pale and wan
Puts all her glories on :

Her silver mantle and her golden crest.

The humbler violets stand

Her ladies at command,

As she attires in lawn her ivory breast.

The bland and balmy rain

Revives the vernal plain.

The vale remurmurs as its kisses burn.

As some fair girl replies

With answering lips and eyes

To greet with love her welcome love's return.

And on the rippling tide

Sail-crowded galleons ride.

The heron flaps his heavy wings, and cries

Hoarse in the cloudy rack.

The faithful cranes sail back

To some old belfry in Teutonic skies.

The incense-laden trees

Perfume the vocal breeze,

This to the hurrying bee of honey sings.

And chequered butterflies,

Like beams of orient skies,

Expand the painted rainbows on their wings.
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Summer eternal, born

From year to year, as morn

Is born from day to day—reviving glows :

Her breath the scented gale,

Her voice the nightingale,

Her form incarnate in the queenly rose.

Summer, whose power confessed

Instils each maiden's breast

With such strange yearning as the red buds

know

:

When in their bosoms sweet

With unaccustomed feet

Love walks among the silence and the snow.

Summer, who dyes the meek

And happy maiden's cheek,

With the new blushes of her wild wood rose.

Who steeps her lips anew,

In Love's ambrosial dew.

And fills her fancy with delicious woes.

In old days far away,

In sacrifice to May,
Their crisp white lambs the sullen Flamens

brought.

Grim Pontiffs in a ring

For auguries of spring

In flight of bird or bleeding victim sought.
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We need no chanted prayer

To tell us May is there,

A risen Venus from the wintry brine

:

Whose sacrifice is still

Each gentle maiden's will,

And in the lover's veins her altar wine.
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ECHOES OF HELLAS

O choir of Tempe mute these many years,

O fountain lutes of lyric Hippocrene,

On whose polluted brink no Muse is seen.

No more, between the gleaming vales, one

hears

Apollo's footfall or the sobbing tears

Of Daphne budding finger-tips of green.

No nymphs are bathing with their huntress

Queen
In the warm shallows of the mountain meres.

Great Pan is dead : he perished long ago :

His reedy pipes these uplands never heard.

What trembling sounds from yonder coppice

come ?

Some ravished queen, who tells the dale her

woe ?

Nay, since the maids Pierian here are dumb,

The nightingale is nothing but a bird.
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THE SAINT AND THE SUN

I heard a Saint cry to the Sun

—

c Be dim.

Why shouldst thou rule on high with boastful

ray,

Till fools adore thee as the God of Day,

Robbing thy master's honour due to him ?

'

But the sun-spirit, thro' each radiant limb

Translucent as a living ember coal,

Glowed. At the anger of the seraph soul

His golden orb trembled from boss to rim.

Then made he answer as a dove that sings,

c God's glory is my glory, and my praise

Only his praising. They, who kneel to me,

See thro' the waving of my orient wings

A choir of stars with voices like the sea,

Singing hosanna in the heavenly ways.'
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THE TWO OLD KINGS

In ruling well what guerdon ? Life runs low,

As yonder lamp upon the hour-glass lies,

Waning and wasted. We are great and wise,

But Love is gone ; and Silence seems to grow

Along the misty road where we must go.

From summits near the morning star's uprise,

Death comes, a shadow from the northern

skies,

As, when all leaves are down, thence comes

the snow.

Brother and king, we hold our last carouse.

One loving cup we drain and then farewell.

The night is spent. The crystal morning

ray

Calls us, as soldiers laurelled on our brows,

To march undaunted, while the clarions

swell,

Heroic hearts, upon our lonely way.
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The time of pleasant fancies.

For lass and lad returns

In velvet on the pansies,

In little rolled-up ferns.

Spring comes and sighs and listens

For the flute of nuptial bird :

Her primrose mantle glistens,

But her footfall is not heard.

She hides in wild-wood places

To watch the young herb grow

And on the hyacinth faces

She writes the word of woe.

And when the year is younger,

And oak leaves yet are small

:

And nestlings gape in hunger,

And merry crow-boys call :
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And on the purple fallows

The greedy rooks are swaying

;

And, as the morning mellows

The wenches pass a-maying.

And, as in clouds of roses,

The orchard breadths expand ;

The chestnut leaf uncloses

The fingers round its hand.

In glades and groves of beeches

The pensive lovers rest

:

With sighs, in broken speeches,

Their passion is confessed.

In silence and emotion

They give themselves away,

To sail Love's restless ocean

For ever and a day.

For ever and for ever

They vow, for many a year,

When leaves are young : they sever

When leaves are turning sere.
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Ay me, that Love is faded !

Heigho, the leaves rush down.

They kissed, in greenwood shaded,

They part ere woods are brown.

Time, as a boding raven,

Sails o'er them in his flight

:

And on their fairy haven,

His wing drops dews of blight.

Their morning star was kindled,

And rode as high as God.

Their evening lamp has dwindled

To a glow-worm in the sod.

Spring ends, and Love is ended :

His lute has lost its tone.

And the cadence, once so splendid,

Dies in a wailing moan.
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NOTE ON SIR JOHN SUCKLING

Page 31

Some uncertainty attaches to most of the leading

events of Sir John Suckling's career. To begin

with, the exact year of his death is not known,

but it is certain that he was already dead in

1641. In the first edition of his works, issued

in 1646, the date of his decease is left in blank

on the frontispiece portrait, but his age is there

stated as twenty-eight. We now know, that he

must have been several years older—that is,

probably thirty-four.

The circumstances which attended his death

are also shrouded in mystery. He died abroad,

with some suspicion of suicide, probably in

Paris, and he was doubtless buried in one of the

neighbouring cemeteries. It is only right to

explain, that the sketch at p. 32, of a tomb in

some village near Wootton, is not founded on

any historical evidence.

I have called Suckling's mistress Aglaura, as
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under this assumed name he addresses her in some

of his letters. The same lady furnished the

original for the heroine Aglaura in his best-known

play.

To some, the eulogistic tone of my poem may

seem excessive, having regard to certain scandals

in Suckling's earlier career. These have reached

us all more or less distorted by party prejudice.

Suckling was the type and embodiment of the

Cavalier to the Puritans ; and thus he became a

kind of literary scapegoat for his friends' failings

as well as for his own. My verses, however, are

a kind of epitapbium, in which species of com-

position it is always allowable to take the most

favourable view.
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